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October 6, 2022 
 

Audit and Finance Subcommittee 
Thursday, October 13, 2022 

Boardroom/Webex  
101 N. 1st Avenue, 10th Floor 

12:00 p.m. 
 

 Action Recommended 

1.  Public Comment  
 
The public will be provided with an opportunity at this time to 
address the committees on non-agenda items and all 
action agenda items. Up to three minutes will be provided 
per speaker unless the Chair allows more at his/her 
discretion. A total of 15 minutes for all speakers will be 
provided. 
 

1.   For information 

2. Chief Financial Officer’s Update 
 
Jim Hillyard, Acting Chief Financial Officer, will provide an 
update on current issues. 
 

2.   For information 

3. Minutes 
 
Minutes from the September 6, 2022 Audit and Finance 
Subcommittee meeting are presented for approval. 
 

3.   For action 

4.  Chief Financial Officer (CFO) Recruitment Process 
 Update 
 

Jessica Mefford-Miller, Chief Executive Officer, will provide 
an update on the CFO recruitment process. 
 

4.  For information 

5.  Fiscal Year 2024 Preliminary Service Level Budget 
Assumptions 

 
Tyler Olson, Manager of Budget and Operational Financial 
Controls, will provide an overview of the preliminary service level 
assumptions that are proposed for developing the Fiscal Year 
2024 preliminary transit services operations budget. 
 

5.  For discussion 
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6. Credit Card Transactions Audit 
 
Sebrina Beckstrom, Chief Auditor will present the results of the 
Credit Card Transactions Audit for acceptance. 
 

6.  For action 

7.  Travel Expenses Audit 
 
Sebrina Beckstrom, Chief Auditor will present the results of the 
Travel Expenses Audit for acceptance. 
 

7.   For action 

8. Internal Audit Update 
 
Sebrina Beckstrom, Chief Auditor, will provide an update on 
the actions taken in Internal Audit, external reviews and prior 
audit findings and recommendations. 
 

8.  For information 

9.  Intergovernmental Agreements, Contract Change 
 Orders, Amendments and Awards 

 
Intergovernmental Agreements, contract change orders, 
amendments and awards that will appear on the Board 
agendas are provided for information. 
 
If AFS members have questions regarding this item, please 
contact Valley Metro staff. 
 

9.  For information 

10. Report on Current Events and Suggested Future 
 Agenda Items 
 
Chair Stipp will provide members the opportunity to report on 
current events and suggest future agenda items for 
consideration. 

10. For information 
 

 
The next meeting of the Audit and Finance Subcommittee is scheduled for November 
3, 2022 at 12:00 p.m. 
 
Qualified sign language interpreters are available with 72 hours’ notice. Materials in 
alternative formats (large print or flash drive) are available upon request. For further 
information, please call Valley Metro at 602-262-7433 or TTY at 602-251-2039.  To 
attend this meeting via teleconference, contact the receptionist at 602-262-7433 for the 
dial-in-information. The supporting information for this agenda can be found on our web 
site at www.valleymetro.org.  

http://www.valleymetro.org/
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DATE      AGENDA ITEM 1 
October 6, 2022 
 
SUBJECT 
Public Comment 
 
PURPOSE 
The public will be provided with an opportunity at this time to address the committees on 
non-agenda items and all action agenda items. Up to three minutes will be provided 
per speaker unless the Chair allows more at his/her discretion. A total of 15 minutes for 
all speakers will be provided. 
 
RECOMMENDATION 
This item is presented for information only.  
 
BACKGROUND | DISCUSSION | CONSIDERATION 
None 
 
COST AND BUDGET 
None 
 
COMMITTEE PROCESS 
None 
 
CONTACT  
Jim Hillyard 
Acting Chief Financial Officer 
jhillyard@valleymetro.org  
602-262-7433 
 
ATTACHMENT 
None 
 

Information Summary 

mailto:jhillyard@valleymetro.org
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DATE      AGENDA ITEM 2 
October 6, 2022 
 
SUBJECT 
Chief Financial Officer’s Report 
 
PURPOSE 
Jim Hillyard, Acting Chief Financial Officer, will provide an update on current issues. 
  
RECOMMENDATION 
This item is presented for information only. 
 
BACKGROUND | DISCUSSION | CONSIDERATION 
None 
 
COST AND BUDGET 
None  
 
COMMITTEE PROCESS 
None 
 
CONTACT  
Jim Hillyard 
Acting Chief Financial Officer 
jhillyard@valleymetro.org 
602-262-7433 
 
ATTACHMENT 
None 
 

Information Summary 

mailto:phodgins@valleymetro.org
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October 6, 2022       AGENDA ITEM 3 
 

Audit and Finance Subcommittee 
Thursday, September 8, 2022 

Via WebEx/Phone 
12:00 p.m. 

 
Meeting Participants 
Councilmember Bill Stipp, City of Goodyear, Chair 
Councilmember Clay Goodman, City of Buckeye (phone)  
Mayor Brigette Peterson, Town of Gilbert 
Vice Mayor Laura Pastor, City of Phoenix 
Councilmember Francisco Heredia, City of Mesa (phone) 
  
Chair Stipp called the meeting to order at 12:01 p.m. 
 
Chair Stipp said we'll go ahead and call to order the Audit and Finance Subcommittee 
meeting of Thursday, September 8.  I do not see Councilmember Heredia yet on the call, 
but he is expected so we'll go ahead and proceed and go through that so. 
Oh, first thing before we get started, I would like to welcome Mayor Peterson.   
 
Mayor Peterson said thank you, Councilmember Stipp. 
 
1. Public Comment  
 
Chair Stipp said the public is provided an opportunity to address the Committee on non-
agenda items and on action items.  You have up to three minutes to provide per speaker.  
I assume Mr. Crowley didn't just come here to say, hi. 
 
Ms. Dillon said yes, sir, he is here to provide public comment. 
 
Chair Stipp said good afternoon, Blue.  Good, sir.  How are you? 
 
Mr. Crowley said in mourning since my service animal passed away two weeks ago.  Hey, 
she gave me 15 years and waited until I got back from a doctor's appointment to pass 
away.  As in, I came in, she was still breathing, I petted her, gave her a little water and she 
passed.  But like I said, she gave me 15 good years and if you want, I'll give you the story 
of me finding out that she was the smartest dog in the world.  The first day I had her when 
she crawled up on the bed and said, I need to go at 3 in the morning.   
 
I have the regional strategic infrastructure investment plan.  That's what MAG gave to the 
legislature.  It's the document I've been asking about what input, you know, we're doing 
and getting, et cetera and there's some wonderful things in here.  My favorite is that the 
Valley Metro, City of Phoenix and other operators will implement the Transit Plan.  And 
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then when it goes to high capacity, it's talking about bus rapid transit and according to your 
staff, there's no such animal that exists in the system today.  And it would be taking a big 
chunk of money, but then I then go to -- in further and it says that the only commuter bus 
routes originating outside the City of Phoenix will be eligible for regional funds and that the 
regional transportation set aside support items will be funded by the regional set aside.   
 
These include safety and security, the regional call center.  Now, is it going to operate that 
call center when the system is operating or are we going to do it the way it's done today, 
and it gets stopped at 8:00 and we both know that the rail runs until after midnight and 
starts at 4:00 in the morning and they don't open up in the morning until after 8:00 so.  
How are you doing it and doing it correctly? 
 
And then it says, based on, my favorite part here, the supergrid.  That's on page 4.  And I 
look at the supergrid document that I have from '06 and see all the flaws in it and wonder 
when is that going to get up to speed and have all of it filled in?  And where is the Bell 
Road bus that's supposed to be going out to the 303?  Because right now, it stops at 
Arrowhead. 
 
I also don't see where in here it's important to me that we get the whole infrastructure of 
the system up to speed.  And that means that according to industry standards, that's stops 
every quarter mile.  And because we kill people here without having shade every single 
one of those stops needs to be covered and done.  And I don't see it in here saying that 
we need to get that part of the infrastructure. 
 
What I do see in there is that it says that MAG will make the decision where your Park and 
Ride lots are going to go, but you'll be funding it with them, but they're the ones that have 
the jurisdiction over that.  And after the meeting, I'd like to go over some of this stuff with 
you, sir, and find out what we can do to make it more sensitive to our needs in that sense.  
When it got vetoed, that meant that this got flushed.  They have to start anew so when 
they start anew how about let's have it to where it's more sensitive to the riding public. 
 
Chair Stipp said thank you, Mr. Crowley.  Any other speaker cards?  Okay. 
 

2.  Chief Financial Officer's Update   

Mr. Hillyard said good afternoon, Mr. Chairman, members.  Just one thing to share with 
you this morning.  Since our last meeting, our Comptroller Liz Roselle decided to pursue 
another opportunity so while we were sad to see Liz go, we're fortunate to have a strong 
accounting team and so the manager of our Grant and Reporting unit, Michael  
Matthews, one of our senior accountants has agreed to step in at the acting comptroller.   
 
He's doing a great job and so, we're going to stage the recruitment of the comptroller to 
coordinate with the new CFO position that is in recruitment right now and we hope to bring 
a resolution in the weeks or months to come.  So wanted to make you aware of that 
personnel change.  We don't anticipate at this point it having significant impacts.  It may 
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delay the issuance of RPTA's financials just a little as we've going Michael wearing more 
than one hat right now, but we don't think that will have an impact operationally on either 
us or the cities.  Thanks. 
 
Chair Stipp said okay.  That was very easy.  Thank you for that. 
 
3.  Minutes 
 
Chair Stipp said the minutes from the August 4, 2022, Audit and Finance Subcommittee 
meeting are presented for approval.  
 
It was moved by Vice Mayor Pastor, seconded by Councilmember Goodman and carried 
to approve the August 4, 2022 AFS meeting minutes.  Mayor Peterson abstained. 
 
4.  Chief Financial Officer (CFO) Recruitment Process Update  
 
Ms. Medford-Miller said good afternoon, Chair Stipp. Good afternoon, AFS 
councilmembers. Just a brief update on our CFO recruitment process and I'd to give you 
just a glimpse into the larger backdrop of the Finance team since today.   
 
Our CFO recruitment process is well underway.  We've engaged the assistance of 
executive recruiting firm Krauthamer & Associates whom we've worked with previously.  
We anticipate that we would conduct early first-round interviews in the month of 
September and then final round interviews in the month of October.  We anticipate that 
those first-round interviews would include member city staff and that the final round 
interviews would consist of members of this Committee including Chair Stipp,  
Vice Mayor Pastor, Councilmember Heredia and Councilmember Goodman and myself.   
It is our hope that we would fill this CFO position in the month of November. 
 
It's important to note that the CFO is one critical piece of our overall Finance team and as 
Mr. Hillyard mentioned earlier, we have a number of other critical vacancies within 
Finance.  I want to commend staff for the work that they're doing in view of the shortage in 
this area especially Mr. Hillyard for his leadership, Tyler Olson, Michael Matthews and 
Susanna Hernandez who are working to shore up budget, accounting and procurement 
respectively.  As soon as we're nearing the end of our CFO recruitment process, we'll also 
launch a search for a Chief Procurement Officer.  Soon thereafter, we'll launch a search 
for our Controller.  These are three critical positions that we must put in place.  It is my 
hope to have them in place and here at work by the end of the calendar. 
 
Any questions about the CFO and the Finance team recruitment process?  Thank you. 
 
5.  Annual Review of Internal Audit Charter  

Ms. Beckstrom said thank you, Mr. Chair, members of the Committee.  As Mr. Stipp said, 
I'm bringing the Internal Audit Charter for -- to you for review and re-approval.  I have 
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reviewed the charter against applicable audit standards and found no necessary changes 
at this time.  However, I did want to make the Committee aware that the standards that 
govern our practice of internal auditing published by the Institute of Internal Auditors is 
currently under review.  The Institute anticipates completion of this update in mid-2023 to 
early 2024 and as a result, we may see some changes to our charter necessary in the 
future. 
 
So with that, are there any questions? 
 
Chair Stipp said the one thing I do just want to remind everybody about that is in this part 
of the charter that is really, critical to the audit function is that there is that very clear 
separation between the auditor and the CEO.  That remains -- that's an industry standard.  
It's part of what we do here and allows us to keep those functions separate so that 
remains and I appreciate the update. 
 
So with that, I will accept a motion to approve the Internal Audit Charter without changes.   
 
IT WAS MOVED BY VICE MAYOR PASTOR, SECONDED BY COUNCILMEMBER 
GOODMAN AND UNANIMOUSLY CARRIED TO APPROVE THE INTERNAL AUDIT 
CHARTER AS PRESENTED. 
 
6.  Internal Audit Fiscal Year 2022 Audit Report  
 
Ms. Beckstrom said thank you, Mr. Chair.  And the Internal Audit department is continually 
looking for ways to improve our practices and as part of this continuous improvement 
effort, I've updated the annual report pretty, significantly this year.  
 
This fiscal year '22 annual report not only provides information on the work we completed 
last year as was presented in previous annual reports, but also includes some information 
about the profession of Internal Audit and our Audit department.  Specifically, the report 
now includes information about the standards we follow, our mission, Audit and Finance 
Subcommittee activities, background info on our team, Internal Audit activities including a 
diagram of our audit process, types of audits we complete, audit information from the last 
fiscal year and our annual ETA station that the Internal Audit division remains 
independent, and that Internal Audit staff have signed off on their annual Internal Audit 
code of ethics. 
 
With that, are there any questions on the Audit Report? 
 
Chair Stipp said again, for the new members of the Audit Committee, this is a great 
summary of everything that has occurred with the definitions that have been used.  If you 
haven't reviewed it, I'd strongly suggest that you do.  Otherwise, this information was 
presented for -- this item was presented for information only so there is no Board action.   
Pending any questions, we'll move on to Item number 7. 
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7.  Internal Audit Update  

Ms. Beckstrom said thank you, Mr. Chair.  We have two audits that are currently in 
fieldwork.  We have a Travel Expenses audit and our annual Credit Card Transactions 
first.  These are both cyclical, so we'll have more than one this year.  These two audits are 
in process, and we will likely have these for report out in the October Audit and Finance 
Subcommittee meeting. 
   
We also have three audits in our planning stages.  A CEO-requested audit of Operator 
Certifications and a Fare Collections Process and Controls and Reduced Fare audits that 
were on the annual audit plan. 
 
I was also able to meet with the American Public Transit Association Committee of Audit 
Professionals last month to discuss audit trends in the industry.  One area that we're 
looking at pretty, closely and we have on our audit plan as well is the area of 
cybersecurity.  This area also came up in the APTA peer review which was conducted for 
Valley Metro's Operations area two weeks ago.  And as a result, I was able to connect with 
the Federal Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency recently and am working 
with our internal technology professionals to bring a representative from CISA as they're 
called to Valley Metro to conduct a cybersecurity resilience review in mid-October.  We're 
also working to schedule more in-depth reviews of cyber security with CISA in the next 
year and these services are free to any public entity for critical infrastructure. 
 
And then the last update that I have is we have two outstanding recommendations that 
we're monitoring this month.  Let's see.  One was related to the last Credit Card audit 
encompassing cardholder annual agreements.  That is currently being reviewed as part of 
our Credit Card audit that will be completed in October.  So that will close out once we've 
completed our test work for the new audit. 
 
The other recommendation was to create a standard operating procedure for accounts 
payable contractor payments processes to ensure that contractors are paid in a timely 
manner.  The Accounting department had initially asked for an extension to complete this 
work by the end of August, however, with the recent staffing changes that Mr. Hillyard 
mentioned and some end-of-year requirements that the Accounting department are 
working to complete, we've extended this deadline to the end of November anticipating 
that we'll be able to present the close-out information to the Audit and Finance 
Subcommittee in December.  This extension was granted because we do -- we have 
information from the Accounting department that the procedures that we're looking for 
have been implemented.  It's just that that canonized document hasn't been written yet so 
it's a -- it's reduced the risk significantly.  And -- but we still would like the document to be 
written to ensure the consistency in the process going forward. 
 
With that, are there any questions on the update? 
 
Chair Stipp said that sounds like the precursor to a question. 
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Mayor Peterson said  Not a question just a statement.  Boy, you're busy.  That's a lot to 
report on, Sebrina, thank you for all of that information and for the work that you're doing 
Really appreciate it. 
 
Vice Mayor Pastor said Sebrina, it says audits and planning and scoping reduce fare 
review.  Can you give me some background? 
 
Ms. Beckstrom said we are looking into that as well as the fare collections process.  The 
reduced fare review is -- we're scoping that to look at what processes we have in place to 
guide that collections of the reduced fare to ensure that those that are supposed to have -- 
to receive the reduced fare are receiving the reduced fare and it's not, you know, just like 
me going to the store getting a reduced fare ticket. 
 
Vice Mayor Pastor said okay.  The reason why I was asking is because the reduced -- I 
guess, I -- what's happening at the City and being requested is no fares.  And so, I don't 
know how -- I don't know.  This would be a question to you of the finances on our side.  
We're being asked to at least no fares for elementary students that take a bus or light rail, 
high school, I know we have a reduced fare for high school.  Possibly, veterans.  And so, I 
don't know where I would make that request.  What the finances would look like if that 
happened? 
 
Chair Stipp said we can do that.  Sorry.  We can do that under suggested future agenda 
item. 
 
Vice Mayor Pastor:  Okay.  All right.   
 
Chair Stipp said Sebrina, I do have a couple of questions.  Going to your colored chart.  
The schedule of prior audit findings and recommendations.  On the first page, there are 
two high severity issue items.  One that was supposed to be completed July 31st or that is 
scheduled to be completed July 31st of 2023 and the other one is January 31st of '23.  
With these being high priority, are we -- are we protected with that and the July 31st of '23 
seems like a pretty extended timeline which is unusual. These caught my eye this month.  
You may have presented it last month. 
 
They're under the IT Identify and Access Control Management Audit which we did -- ended 
in July. 
 
Then work with HR to include this assessment into existing annual performance review 
process.  Is that why this is taking a year? 
 
Ms. Beckstrom said yes. 
 
Ms. Davis said that process occurs in June and that will give us a chance to complete and 
validate. 
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Chair Stipp said okay.  But we might -- my ultimate question is:  We're not at risk.  
We've identified the problem; we're moving forward so the timeline is not a risk issue 
for us.  Is that?  That's what I'm asking. 
 
Ms. Beckstrom said yes.  The timeline because the issue has been identified and 
they're working toward resolution.  The time to fully complete it being at the end of the 
year when the annual reviews happen is -- is acceptable. 
 
Chair Stipp said so if you look at this just on paper, you're like holy smokes, we have this 
high thing, but we're not -- we're going to take it year out to get it.  So I think, getting it in 
the record is really important.  So there may be -- may be a way to rectify that as we move 
on kind of think through step one, step two, maybe in these processes that we've identified 
and cured the problem.  Now, we're going to see to it through resolution by this date.  You 
know, maybe there's a two-date thing. 
 
Because my other questions are similar, but in reverse.  On the last page under the 
Contract Management audit for the FGS, CS and the PCRSS, those both appear with 
dates that have already passed so should those be closed and no longer on here? 
 
Ms. Davis said those are ones that are pending updates to the procurement manual, and 
we extended it out so in the narrative, in the green box below those, it should have some 
details about how specific procedure had been issued at the time of the dates, but that we 
had extended until the end of the year to try to get appropriate staff on board. 
 
Ms. Mefford-Miller said Valley Metro team members, I'll ask to approach the -- either the 
desk or the podium so that our audience can join us virtually. 
 
Chair Stipp said I think, yeah, let's do that.  I heard you, but I don't know that  
Councilmember Heredia did or Goodman. 
 
Ms. Davis said good afternoon, Jennifer from Internal Audit.  Those items that you had 
asked about were -- will be incorporated into the new procurement manual and we had 
offered -- we had agreed to extend the Finance due date to that until the end of the year.  
So that specific procedures and processes were put into place, but that we didn't want to 
close those items that risk that we would fall off the radar until we actually saw it 
canonized in the procurement manual which is due toward the end of the year once we get 
appropriate personnel on board. 
 
Chair Stipp said I guess, to me it was not clear in reading the green box because that was 
the first place I checked, but -- so that's good to know as well. 
 
I just want to make sure that -- we've gotten really good about tightening the timelines and 
moving forward so I was just -- I was just trying to keep track of that emotionally, I guess. 
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Ms. Beckstrom said we can update the green boxes to provide a little more information as 
well next month. 
 
Chair Stipp said I think if we're pushing those dates out.  It makes complete sense and, 
again, we're not at risk, but I think that clarity helps the non-user read it.  Because these 
will be in the minutes for the Board so if the Board sees it and they're not as intimately -- 
and they're not matching up minutes to the document, et cetera so.  Thank you. 
 
That's all my questions.  Anybody have anything else?  And, again, this item is presented 
for information only.   
 
8.  Fiscal Year 2024 Budget Development Timeline  

Mr. Olson said good afternoon, Chair Stipp, members of the AFS.  I'm with you on that.   
I can't believe it's here already.  We just finished the '23 so we are now kicking off our '24 
budget development cycle.  I wanted to share with you a quick overview of the 
deliverables and the timeline for the process this year.  We've included the full slide deck 
with the extra details for those that may be newer, however, we were asked to present an 
abbreviated version of this.  We did share the full presentation with your city staff at 
Financial Working Group last month. 
 
Starting with deliverables, each year we really kick off the process with focusing on transit 
services.  You know, these are the services that your city's fund through your IGA process.  
We know that your process starts early just like ours so that's our focus identifying those 
service levels, working with your cities to ensure that we have everything in there and it's 
really intended as a not to exceed amount.  We try to put, you know, the most amount of 
risk.  It's very early in the process as you can appreciate, a lot of unknowns out there at 
that point in time so we deliver that by October 31st and I'll share some of those dates on 
the next slide. 
 
But after that, previous slide, thank you.  We focus on our annual budget, so this is not just 
the transit services, this is the entire comprehensive operating and capital budget.  So in 
between October and later in the year, we're refining those numbers, continuing to work 
with, you know, Service Planning Working Group, you know, our contractors, make sure 
that we have identified the risk in there and refined those numbers further.  And then after 
that, we'll share a five-year forecast both operating and capital. 
 
The important dates, our focus right now since we're so early in the process, we're working 
on our key assumptions.  So really those primary budget drivers you know, what do we 
know about right now and let's keep an eye on that, you know, let's keep an eye on those 
assumptions as we move further into the process, update those accordingly with our focus 
of delivering that prelim budget to your cities by October 31st. 
 
And then we'll come back with the full annual comprehensive budget, as I mentioned, in 
March.  That would be for information.  And then, again, in May, we would present any 
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refinements, you know, based on member city input throughout the process and share our 
five-year operating forecast at that time as well.  This does create some flexibility so if the 
Board was to choose not to take action in May, we do have the month of June to discuss 
further. 
 
With that, that concludes my update.  I'd be happy to answer any questions that the 
Subcommittee may have. 
 
Chair Stipp said thank you, Tyler. Does anybody have kind of questions?  This is the first 
look, if you will, at the schedule in September.  The only -- if there are none, the only 
observation that I have in this is I did not see the TLCP.  Is that going to come up this year 
or are we done talking about that until we have a decision on Prop 400?  And the only 
thing I can do is laugh because otherwise, I'll start crying. 
 
Ms. Mefford-Miller for the duration of the existing Proposition 400, we will carry TLCP 
forward and so this will be part of our budget discussion.  We're having ongoing 
conversations with MAG because the disposition with respect to TLCP and the 
unexpended PTF funds, it looks very different today than it did a few months ago so we'll 
continue to iterate that. 
 
Chair Stipp said and that will be weaving its way into this process and this timeline as we 
move forward? 
 
Ms. Medford- Miller said yes, it will. 
 
Chair Stipp said that was all I had.  Anybody else?  Follow-ups?  Nothing.  All right.  
Awesome. 
 
9.  Intergovernmental Agreements, Contract Change Orders, Amendments and 

 Awards  

Chair Stipp said Item 9 is presented for information only in your packet.  It's the  
Intergovernmental Agreements, Contract Change Orders, Amendments and Awards.   
That information is in the packet.  If the AFS members have any questions, we encourage 
you to contact the staff prior to the Board meeting.  This is our first glance at it.  We don't -- 
we have not been doing presentations on each one of these items and just kind of moving 
this through the process so if you've got anything, please get it to the staff early, you know, 
moving forward.  And usually, that's me that has questions so we're good to go. 
 
10.   Report on Current Events and Suggested Future Agenda Items  
 
Chair Stipp said Vice Mayor Pastor. 
 
Vice Mayor Pastor said may I ask for a report or a possibly to look at if we were to offer 
free fare.  I'm assuming it would have to be -- I know they're asking Phoenix, but it would 
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eventually impact all the other cities so I'm not sure what that looks like.  I do know Tempe 
does offer that, but they subsidize it.  So I just want to be able to have all the information. 
 
Ms. Medford-Miller:  Yeah.  Perhaps it's worthwhile, Vice Mayor, to host a study session 
(indiscernible) beginning with a backdrop of our current fare policy and pricing and then 
introducing some of the potential options that you referenced and what that revenue offset 
could look like across the region.  I think as we think about our regional public 
transportation system, having a consistent and singular fare policy and pricing strategy 
that allows customers to move throughout the region regardless of jurisdictional 
boundaries is essential so we're happy to consider that and bring to the Board information 
for your consideration. 
 
Vice Mayor Pastor said thank you. 
 
Chair Stipp said do you want that here or for the full board?  You said study session.   
Generally, those are full board only. 
 
Ms. Mefford-Miller said I would recommend this as the full board just because the 
geographic scope of the AFS Committee is somewhat limited.  I think a balanced regional 
discussion at the full board level would be productive as the fare policy is approved at that 
level. 
 
Chair Stipp said I absolutely agree.  I just wanted to make sure everybody was on the 
same page so. 
 
Vice Mayor Pastor said thank you. 
 
Chair Stipp said any other requests for future agenda items or any other reports? 
The next meeting of the Audit and Finance Subcommittee is scheduled for October 13,  
2022 at 12:00 p.m.  
 
I will not be here.  I will be in the middle of the ocean somewhere so I would ask Vice 
Mayor if she would chair the meeting. 
 
Vice Mayor Pastor:  All right. 
 
The meeting was adjourned. 
 
With no further discussion the meeting adjourned at 12:33 p.m. 
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DATE      AGENDA ITEM 4 
October 6, 2022 
 
SUBJECT 
Chief Financial Officer Recruitment 
 
PURPOSE 
To provide an overview of the status of the recruitment for the Chief Financial Officer. 
 
RECOMMENDATION 
This item is presented for information only.  
 
BACKGROUND | DISCUSSION | CONSIDERATION 
None 
 
COST AND BUDGET 
None 
 
COMMITTEE PROCESS 
None 
 
CONTACT  
Jessica Mefford-Miller 
Chief Executive Officer 
602-262-7433 
Jmeffordmiler@valleymetro.org  
 
ATTACHMENT 
None 
 

Information Summary 
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DATE  AGENDA ITEM 5 
October 6, 2022 

SUBJECT 
Fiscal Year 2024 Preliminary Service Level Budget Assumptions 

PURPOSE 
To provide an overview of the preliminary service level assumptions that are proposed 
for developing the Fiscal Year 2023 preliminary transit services operations budget. 

BACKGROUND | DISCUSSION | CONSIDERATION 
Valley Metro has begun development of the Fiscal Year 2024 annual operating budget. 
The first milestone in the process is to develop and distribute a preliminary transit 
service operations budget by October 31, 2022. The preliminary transit service 
operations budget encompasses all of the transit services that are funded with member 
city contributions. The intent of the preliminary budget is to provide input to the cities for 
the development of their city budgets. The preliminary budget is intended to be a “not-
to-exceed” amount and as such has more contingency than the final adopted budget.  

The assumptions that will be used to develop the preliminary transit service operations 
budget, along with any currently known strategic initiatives, will be presented to the 
Audit and Finance Subcommittee for discussion. These assumptions have previously 
been presented to the Financial Working Groups in late September. 

RECOMMENDATION 
For information only. 

CONTACT  
Tyler Olson 
Manager, Budget and Operations Financial Controls 
Tolson@valleymetro.org  

ATTACHMENT 
None 

 Information Summary 
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1

FY24 Service Level 
Budget Assumptions

1

Purpose of Preliminary

• Define Inputs/Assumptions
• Planned service

• Miles, boardings, fare revenues

• Operations & Maintenance Staffing
• Strategic Initiatives
• Contingency

• Goals
• Provide “not-to-exceed” amount
• Fit within your budget process

2

1

2
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RPTA

3

Revenue Forecasts

FY22 Local and Regional 
Revenues

• Significantly outperformed 
budget forecasts

• Received record revenues
• YOY growth rate of local 

and regional revenues 
have been declining since 
March 2022

4

-10.0%

-5.0%

0.0%

5.0%
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15.0%

20.0%

25.0%

Glendale Phoenix Tempe Mesa PTF

FY22 Forecast vs. Actuals

Budget Actual
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4
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Revenue Forecasts (continued)
• FY22 PTF Revenues

• Significantly outperformed budget forecasts
• Received record revenues

Federal 
• Increase 1.5% for PM and Operating Assistance

Advertising
• RPTA continuing to grow into program, FY23 is first full-year

5

FY21
Actuals

FY22
Actuals

Variance

$186.2 M $221.4 M $35.2 M

FY22 ADOT 
Forecast

FY22 
Actuals

Variance

$210.1 M $221.4 M $11.3 M

Revenue Forecasts (continued)

6

Fare Revenues 
Improving
• 4% of transit services budget

• Average Fare FY22 Q4 -
$0.63

• Ridership appx 40% of 
normal levels

5

6
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Base Service Levels

7
FY23 Budgeted Miles used as base with SRTP changes for FY24.

FY23 Budget Miles

Contractor Circulator Express Local Circulator Express Local

Total 

Revenue 

Miles

Phoenix ‐                   ‐                ‐               ‐             ‐              2,025,155     2,025,155      

First Transit 1,747,934        48,684          3,633,636   ‐             457,073      5,811,318     11,698,645    

Total Ride 603,298           27,673          ‐               ‐             226,361      ‐                857,332          

Total FY23 2,351,232       76,357          3,633,636   ‐             683,434     7,836,473    14,581,132    

Estimated  FY24 Changes

First Transit 11,947             ‐                (137,118)     ‐             (45,674)      389,952        219,108           2%

Total Ride (55,340)            ‐                ‐               ‐             9,209          ‐                (46,132)           ‐5%

Total FY24 Assumptions 2,307,839       76,357          3,496,518   ‐             646,969     8,226,425    14,754,109    

‐2% 0% ‐4% ‐5% 5% 1%

PTF Funded ServiceLocally Funded Service

Service Changes

• Revenue miles to be determined by Service Planning Group

• Detailed mileage assumptions to cities in December

• Mileage increases above FY23 budgeted levels:
• New Route: Buckeye Circulator

• Service Increases: Routes 136 and 563

• Route Extensions: Routes 48, 112, and 120

• Cost shift to PTF: Route 45 (Mesa)

8

7

8
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Contract Rates – East Valley Bus

9

New contract - Rates Unknown

Contract Rates – West Valley Bus

10

New contract - Rates Unknown

9

10
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Fixed Route Bus

Fuel
• Natural gas and diesel prices have 

increased significantly in the past year 
(building on prior year growth)

• Though average monthly diesel prices 
have been declining since June

11

Facilities
• Mesa Bus and Operations & Maintenance
• Tempe Bus and Operations & Maintenance

Contract rates – Demand Services

Program Restructure, new service model 
• Rates unknown; shifted focus to re-bidding of 

RideChoice contract in FY22, effective in FY23; and 
Paratransit extended for one year. Paratransit will be 
re-bid in FY24.

• Scope of Reservation Center (Broker) RFP developed 
with members

• Will be bid during FY23, with a joint Administration (RideChoice
and Paratransit) to begin in FY24.

• Long-term goal is cost containment and improved service

12

11

12
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Other Initiatives & Risks

Initiatives
• Fare Collection System Modernization
• Identify West Valley Bus Facility location

Risks
• Continuing FY 23 inflation likely to result in further Fed 

rate increases with an unclear impact on the economy
• Demand Services Program under procurement
• East Valley Bus Procurement

13

Current Market Trends

• US Consumer Price Index (CPI) rose 8.3% YOY.  

• Credit card balances rose 13% in the 2nd Quarter of 2022

• The Ukraine war is keeping commercial natural gas prices up –
23% YOY

• Supply chain pressures starting to ease

14

13

14
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VMR

15

Revenue Forecasts

FY22 Local and Regional 
Revenues

• Significantly outperformed 
budget forecasts

• Received record revenues
• YOY growth rate of local 

and regional revenues 
have been declining since 
March 2022

16
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Glendale Phoenix Tempe Mesa PTF

FY22 Forecast vs. Actuals

Budget Actual
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Revenue Forecasts (continued)

Federal 
• PM - Increase 1.5% from actual FY23 allocation

• 2% of transit service budget

• No COVID relief remaining

Advertising
• Conservative in FY24

• Current market difficult to predict
• 1% of transit service budget

17

Revenue Forecasts (continued)

Fare Revenues 
Improving
• 9% of transit services budget

• Average Fare FY22 Q4 -
$0.72

• Ridership appx 42% of 
normal levels

18

17

18
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Rail Transportation
Headways

• Light Rail - 12 minutes
• Streetcar – 12 minutes

Alternate Concepts Inc.
• 7% increase in rates

Allied Universal
• 6% increase in rates

Propulsion Power
• APS – 4%
• SRP – 5%

Contingency
• 5% 

19

State of Good Repair

• FY24 from current Capital Improvement Program
• Locally funded major items include:

• Replace non-revenue vehicles (4)
• Repaint passenger stations 
• Replace visual message boards on the platforms
• Replace station amplifiers
• Repair asphalt, seal coat, and re-stripe
• Add granite ground cover (landscaping)
• Mid-life overhaul of auxiliary power supply (APS) on LRVs

20

19

20
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Other Initiatives & Risks

Initiatives
• Streetcar Study – Rio East/Dobson
• Transit Study - West Phoenix High-Capacity
• CAPEX
• I-10 West Extension

Risks
• Continuing FY 23 inflation likely to result in further Fed rate 

increases with an unclear impact on the economy

21

Current Market Trends

• US Consumer Price Index (CPI) rose 8.3% YOY.  

• Credit card balances rose 13% in the 2nd Quarter of 2022

• The Ukraine war is keeping commercial natural gas prices up –
23% YOY

• Supply chain pressures starting to ease

22

21

22
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DATE          AGENDA ITEM 6 
October 6, 2022 
 
SUBJECT 
Credit Card Transactions Audit 
 
PURPOSE 
To present the results of the Credit Card Transactions audit review to the Audit and 
Finance Subcommittee (AFS) for acceptance. 
 
COST AND BUDGET 
None  
 
RECOMMENDATION 
Staff recommends the AFS accept the Credit Card Transactions audit report. 
 
BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION/CONSIDERATION 
The Credit Card Transactions audit was included in the Fiscal Year 2023 (FY23) audit 
plan and was approved by the Audit and Finance Subcommittee (AFS) on August 4, 
2022. The objective of the audit was to assess the effectiveness of credit card 
transaction controls and if management has addressed prior audit recommendations. 
Auditors also assessed staff compliance with established credit card requirements and 
best practices for transactions conducted from July 1, 2021 through June 30, 2022 
(FY22).  
 
COMMITTEE ACTION 
AFS: October 13, 2022 for acceptance 
 
CONTACT  
Sebrina Beckstrom 
Chief Auditor 
sbeckstrom@valleymetro.org 
602-256-5813 
 
ATTACHMENT 
No. 23-01 Annual Credit Card Transactions Audit - October 2022 

Information Summary 
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October 5, 2022 

Credit Card Transactions Audit 
INTERNAL AUDIT REPORT No. 23-01  
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To:  Councilmember Bill Stipp, Chair, Goodyear 
Vice Mayor Laura Pastor, Phoenix 
Mayor Brigette Peterson, Gilbert 
Councilmember Francisco Heredia, Mesa 
Councilmember Clay Goodman, Ph.D., Buckeye  

 
Internal Audit has completed an audit of the credit card transactions from July 1, 2021 through 
June 30, 2022 (FY22). The review was to assess whether controls in place over credit card usage 
are effective and if management has addressed prior audit recommendations. Auditors also 
assessed staff compliance with established credit card requirements and best practices. The 
audit was part of Valley Metro’s Fiscal Year 2023 Internal Audit Plan. 
 
The report includes the following sections: Executive Summary, Introduction and Background 
(includes Objective, Scope, and Methodology), Audit Observations, Prior Audit 
Finding/Recommendation, current Audit Findings and Recommendations, and an Appendix 
with Management’s Response Matrix. 
 
Based on Internal Audit’s review, this report contains three findings and recommendations to 
enhance credit card transaction controls and reduce risks.  
 
We appreciate the support and assistance provided by Valley Metro staff throughout the audit 
process.  
 
If you have questions or would like further clarification, please contact me at 602-256-5813.  
 
 
 

 
 
Sebrina Beckstrom, CIG, CFE, CIGA 
Chief Auditor 
October 5, 2022 
 
Performed by: 
Larry Kondrat, CIGA 
Senior Internal Auditor 

 
Distribution 

Jessica Mefford-Miller, Chief Executive Officer 
 Jim Hillyard, Chief Administrative Officer & 

Acting Chief Financial Officer 
Susanna Hernandez, Acting Chief Procurement Officer 

Michael Mathews, Interim Controller 
Michael Wawro, Interim General Counsel 
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Executive Summary 
The Credit Card Transactions audit was included in the Fiscal Year 2023 (FY23) audit plan and 
was approved by the Audit and Finance Subcommittee (AFS) on August 4, 2022. The objective 
of the audit was to assess the effectiveness of credit card transaction controls and if 
management has addressed prior audit recommendations. Auditors also assessed staff 
compliance with established credit card requirements and best practices.  
 
This Executive Summary provides an overview of the audit along with the associated 
categorization of risks identified throughout the review. Report risk is calculated based on 
likelihood and impact. As indicated below in Figure 1, the overall report risk is determined to be 
Low. Internal Audit (IA) determined that Valley Metro has mostly effective controls regarding 
credit card transactions but controls can be enhanced. 
 
Figure 1.  Report Risk Ratings  

Low Medium High Critical 

An overall report risk 
rating of Low indicates the 
processes/controls 
supporting business unit 
operations and addressing 
associated risks are mostly 
effective. 

An overall report risk rating 
of Medium indicates the 
processes/controls 
supporting business unit 
operations and addressing 
associated risks are 
somewhat effective. 

An overall report risk 
rating of High indicates 
the processes/controls 
supporting business unit 
operations and 
addressing associated 
risks are somewhat 
ineffective. 

An overall report risk 
rating of Critical indicates 
the processes/controls 
supporting business unit 
operations and 
addressing associated 
risks are mostly 
ineffective. 

 
Conclusions pursuant to the audit objective are presented as three findings and their associated 
recommendations. IA rated the risk of the findings, assigning a “risk rating” that reflects the 
likelihood and impact of negative events occurring in the audited area. Below is a description of 
the risk ratings (Figure 2), a heat map (Figure 3) showing the ratings for the findings (labeled F1 
through F3), and a summary of each finding.  
 
Figure 2.  Finding Risk Ratings 

Low Medium High Critical 
A finding with a low 
risk rating indicates 
little or minimal 
negative impact to the 
audited area. Action is 
recommended.  

A finding with a 
medium risk rating 
indicates a negative 
impact to the audited 
area. Action is 
required.  

A finding with a high 
risk rating indicates a 
substantial negative 
impact to the audited 
area. Some immediate 
action is required.  

A finding with a critical 
risk rating indicates a 
serious negative 
impact to the audited 
area. Immediate action 
is required.  
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Figure 3.  Findings Heat Map 

 
Findings Summary: 

 
Finding 1 – Valley Metro did not always have adequate reviews of credit card 
transactions (see page 7) 
 
Procurement reviews a sample of monthly cardholder transactions from the 
Wells Fargo Transaction Detail Reports to determine if purchases are 
appropriate, approved, and within micro-purchase limits. While Procurement 
reviewed 23.6 percent of overall transactions, 4 of the 12 monthly reviews 
contained less than 20 percent of the posted transactions, as required by Valley 
Metro policy. 
 
Finding 2 – Valley Metro policies lacked sufficient written guidance (see page 7) 
 
Valley Metro policies allow credit card purchases for gift cards, membership 
dues, trainings, seminars, and conference registrations. Additionally, Valley 
Metro has developed forms for pre-approval of the preceding purchases. 
However, Valley Metro does not have written policies that require the use of the 
professional development and gift card forms. 
 
 

Low 

Low 
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Finding 3 – Some credit card purchases were not in compliance with Valley 
Metro policy (see page 8) 
 
Valley Metro allows credit card purchases for pre-approved local dining and 
refreshments for agency-related meetings and events. Valley Metro policy 
requires credit cardholders to complete a form prior to the purchase. Three of 
22, or 14 percent, of auditor reviewed food and refreshment expenditures were 
not supported by the required forms. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Low 
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Introduction and Background 
Audit Plan  
The Annual Credit Card Transactions audit was included in the FY23 audit plan approved by the 
AFS on August 4, 2022.  
 
Objective and Scope 
The objective of the audit was to determine whether FY22 credit card activities adhered to 
applicable policies and if management addressed the prior audit recommendation. Auditors 
also assessed whether credit card controls aligned with best practices. 
 
The audit focused on credit card activities from July 1, 2021 through June 30, 2022. Activities 
outside this timeframe that assisted with the audit objective were included in the review.  
 
The primary areas of focus for the audit included: 
 

• Credit card issuance processes 
• Credit card transactions to ensure compliance with Valley Metro policies 
• Documented reviews of purchases by Division Heads, Credit Card Administrators, and 

the Finance Division for appropriateness and authorization 
• Current policies and procedures 
• Cardholder training 
• Industry Best Practices 

 
Methodology 
Auditors performed the following procedures to accomplish our audit objectives: 
 

• Reviewed Valley Metro policies, procedures, and forms related to credit cards. 
• Reviewed the Federal Transportation Administration (FTA) Best Practices Procurement 

Manual and State of Arizona Accounting Manual (SAAM) to identify best practices 
associated with credit card controls. 

• Identified the personnel responsible for credit card governance. 
• Interviewed Valley Metro staff to gain a better understanding of the existing credit card 

transaction processes. 
• Selected a random stop-or-go1 sample of 219 (10 percent of the total) FY22 credit card 

transactions, along with their related cardholder expense packets, to determine 
compliance with Valley Metro policies and procedures. Based on the error rate found in 
the sample, the sampling percentage was not increased beyond 10 percent. 

• Reviewed training documentation to determine compliance with Valley Metro policies 
and procedures. 

 

 
1 Stop-or-go sampling involves the evaluation of each sample taken from a population to see if it fits a desired 
conclusion. The auditor stops evaluating samples as soon as there is sufficient support for the conclusion. If the 
initial evaluation does not support the conclusion, the person conducting the test incrementally increases the 
sample size and continues to test, trying to reach the desired outcome that supports the desired conclusion. 
https://www.accountingtools.com/articles/2017/5/16/stop-or-go-sampling 
 

https://www.accountingtools.com/articles/2017/5/16/stop-or-go-sampling
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Cardholders Expenditure Summary 
Valley Metro used Wells Fargo Bank to facilitate credit card purchases for its FY22 cardholders. 
Internal Audit (IA) determined that for FY22, 24 cardholders had net credit card expenditures of 
$677,330. Table 1 below provides a divisional breakdown of credit card expenditures, the 
number of cardholders, and total monthly spending limits. Testing of the monthly credit card 
packets confirmed the division heads reviewed and approved the cardholder packets. 
 

Table 1: Divisional Breakdown of Credit Card Expenditures 

Division FY22  
Expenditures 

Percent 
of Total 

# of 
Cardholders 

Monthly 
Limits 

Operations and Maintenance $ 173,578 25.6 % 5 $    45,000 
Information Technology 129,707 19.1 2 30,000 
Communications and Strategic Initiatives 85,931 12.7 2 25,000 
Human Resources 67,551 10.0 2 25,000 
Finance 65,998 9.7 2 50,000 
Capital and Service Development 52,292 7.7 3 35,000 
Executive 52,272 7.7 4 40,000 
Agency Business, Technology, and Services 47,209 7.0 2 23,000 
Legal 1,703 0.3 1 5,000 
Safety, Security, and Quality Assurance 1,088 0.2 1 5,000 

Totals $ 677,330 100 % 24 $ 283,000 
 

Table 2 below presents a summary, by general ledger coded activity, of the FY22 credit card 
expenditures, alongside the amounts for FY20 and FY21. Testing of the monthly credit card 
packets confirmed members of the budget and finance teams reviewed and approved the 
cardholder packets for general ledger coding. 
 

Table 2: Annual Credit Card Expenses by Activity Title (Greater than $25,000 in FY22) 

Activity  Activity 
Code FY22 FY21 FY20 

Printing 7500 $ 25,135 $   5,866 $ 44,134 
Maintenance Agreements 7228 26,845 17,331 2,098 
Furniture & Fixtures Unit Cost under $5k 7808 33,088 17,124 1,686 
SFM Materials Supplies ODC 6206 33,933 29,953 41,053 
Local Meetings & Mileage 7815 43,514 26,605 32,897 
Equipment Unit Cost under $5k 7807 50,312 45,350 36,702 
Travel Expenses 7820 52,368 13,484 110,647 
HR/Employee Expense 6308 72,302 53,039 41,632 
Training & Seminars 7305 74,855 38,987 79,137 
Other Direct Expenditures 7800 79,412 66,102 137,136 

Sub-totals $ 491,766 $ 313,841 $ 527,121 
Additional Activity Codes Varies 185,564 186,686 245,715 

Totals $ 677,330 $ 500,527 $ 772,837 
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Total FY22 credit card expenses increased 35 percent from FY21 but still were 12 percent less 
than FY20. Travel and training expenses (paid by credit cards) increased by $74,753 from FY21; 
however, they were still down $62,561 from FY20. 
 
Credit Card Transactions 
Procurement Review 
A review of the credit card packets determined the monthly procurement review included an 
average of 23.6 percent of the FY22 transactions. The reviewed transactions appeared random 
and varied monthly by the cardholders. The reviewer also verified that technology purchases 
had approvals from the Information Technology (IT) Department. Additionally, the reviewer 
documented communication with cardholders for clarifications and questions about purchases. 
 
Internal Audit Testing 
Internal Audit transaction testing confirmed existing controls over credit card activities remain 
mostly effective. Auditors randomly sampled 10 percent of the FY22 Wells Fargo credit card 
transactions that included purchases for gift cards, local dining and meals, information 
technology items, and those that exceeded $1,000. Auditors reviewed supporting 
documentation that included receipts, invoices, and signed approvals. Additionally, we 
reviewed IT purchases for approval and other purchases for pre-approved authorization forms, 
when applicable2. 
 
Prior Audit Finding/Recommendation 
The Fiscal Year 2021 Credit Card Transactions audit, issued on March 28, 2022, contained one 
finding and recommendation to improve the process to obtain annual cardholder 
acknowledgement forms3. Internal Audit reviewed the annual forms for the FY23 cardholders 
as of July 22, 2022, and found that all forms were completed at the beginning of FY23, as 
required. IA verified this recommendation was implemented and the finding is remediated.  
  

 
2 FIN 08.02 (professional development), MGMT-02.05 (local dining), or MGMT 07.03 (gift card purchase) 
3 Agency Credit Cardholder Agreement, Request & Change Forms 
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Audit Findings and Recommendations 
Finding 1 - Valley Metro did not always have adequate reviews of credit card 
transactions 
Procurement reviews a sample of monthly cardholder transactions from the Wells Fargo 
Transaction Detail Reports to determine if purchases are appropriate, approved, and within 
micro-purchase limits. The sample includes all high-risk transactions, such as technology 
purchases, and a random sample of the remaining transactions. 
 
Internal Audit reviewed the 12 monthly FY22 Wells Fargo Transaction Detail Reports for 
evidence of Procurement’s review of cardholder purchases. While Procurement reviewed 23.6 
percent of overall transactions, 4 of the 12 monthly reviews contained less than 20 percent of 
the posted transactions. 
 
Valley Metro's Credit Card, Acceptable Use Policy (effective 2/13/20) requires that the sample 
selected shall be a minimum of 20 percent of all transactions. Inconsistent reviews of credit 
card transactions may not detect inappropriate or prohibited purchases. 
 
Recommendation 1:  
Internal Audit recommends that Valley Metro should ensure that Procurement reviews a 
minimum of 20 percent of all credit card transactions every month. 
 
Finding 2 - Valley Metro policies lacked sufficient written guidance 
Valley Metro policies allow credit card purchases for gift cards, membership dues, trainings, 
seminars, and conference registrations. Additionally, Valley Metro has developed forms for pre-
approval of the aforementioned purchases.  
 
The Pre-Approval Gift Card Purchase Request Form has sections for: 

• Event date, purpose, cost, and requestor name and signature 
• Cardholder name 
• Division Head approval signature 
• Coding information 
• CEO signature, (if total gift card purchase exceeds $500) 

 
Furthermore, the Professional Development Request Form contains instructions and sections 
for: 

• Employee/Contractor Information 
• Professional Development Information 
• Relationship to Job Improvement 
• Coding 
• Approvals 
• Final Approvals 

 
Internal Audit reviewed a random sample of 36 FY22 gift card purchases and 26 FY22 
professional membership and training purchases for evidence that pre-approval forms were 
completed and approved prior to the purchases. While all 36 gift card purchases were 
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supported by completed and approved pre-approval forms, 4 of the 26 professional 
development purchases were not accompanied by pre-approval forms. 
 
Although the Professional Development Request Form requires that the form must be 
completed and approved prior to an event registration, Valley Metro does not have written 
policies that require the use of the professional development and gift card forms. The lack of 
adequate written guidance increases the risk of misuse of Valley Metro's credit cards. 
 
Recommendation 2:  
Internal Audit recommends that Valley Metro should strengthen the Credit Card, Acceptable 
Use Policy to include guidance on the types of forms that must be used as supporting 
documentation. 
 
Finding 3 - Some credit card purchases were not in compliance with Valley 
Metro policy 
Valley Metro allows credit card purchases for pre-approved local dining and refreshments for 
agency-related meetings and events. Credit cardholders are required to complete the Pre-
Approved Local Dining and Refreshments form prior to the purchases that includes sections for: 
 

• Name of meeting host, event date, cost, purpose, and attendees 
• Name of cardholder 
• Signatures of Division Head and Controller 
• Signature of the CEO when local dining and refreshments: 

o Exceeds the current GSA rate 
o Are provided for more than two consecutive days 
o Total expenditures exceed $500 

 
Internal Audit reviewed a random sample of 22 FY22 dining and food expenditures for evidence 
that Pre-Approved Local Dining and Refreshments forms were completed and approved prior to 
the purchases. Three of 22, or 14 percent, of the reviewed expenditures were missing Pre-
Approved Local Dining and Refreshments forms. The three expenditures were for various Board 
meetings. 
 
FIN-03.02 Agency Local Dining and Refreshments (effective 9/30/17) requires that an estimate 
of the local dining and refreshment expenditures must be documented and preapproved by the 
applicable Division Head, Controller (acting on behalf of the Chief Financial Officer (CFO)), 
and/or CEO. Any exceptions to this policy must have written justification by the Division Head, 
reviewed by the CFO, and presented to the CEO for approval. The lack of pre-approval 
documentation increases the risk of fraudulent, abusive, or wasteful purchases. 
 
Recommendation 3:  
Internal Audit recommends that Valley Metro should ensure dining and food expenditures are 
supported by required Pre-Approved Local Dining and Refreshments forms or amend the Credit 
Card Acceptable Use and Agency Local Dining and Refreshments policies to explicitly state the 
exceptions to the pre-approval form requirement. 
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Other Pertinent Information 
Cardholders made purchases that were not consistent with Valley Metro policy  
Valley Metro has established standard credit card spending limits of $1,000 for single 
transactions and $5,000 for monthly cumulative transactions. Limits can be set higher with the 
CFO’s approval depending on business needs. 
 
Credit cardholders are required to submit a monthly packet to their Division Heads for 
approval. The packet contains the monthly Wells Fargo Expense Statement with accounting 
codes, purchase orders, itemized receipts and invoices, shipping information, and any pre-
approval forms, if required. The completed packets are then routed to Finance and 
Procurement for their reviews and approvals.  
 
Internal Audit reviewed all 215 FY22 Cardholder Packets and found that two, or 0.9 percent, of 
the packets exceeded their monthly spending limits. Although the error rate of 0.9 percent is 
insignificant, credit card purchases not in compliance with Valley Metro policies increase the 
risk of fraud, waste, or abuse. 
 
Valley Metro's Credit Card, Acceptable Use Policy prohibits transaction amounts greater than 
the cardholder’s transaction single purchase and cumulative monthly purchase limits.  
 
Internal Audit recommends that Valley Metro should ensure monthly transaction limits are 
adhered to or should consider amending the policy to explicitly state the exceptions to the 
monthly transaction limits.  
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Appendix – Management’s Response Matrix 

No. Internal Audit 
Recommendation 

Severity 
of Issue Response 

Audit Client 
Response/ 
Comments 

Responsible 
Person(s) 

Estimated 
Implementation 

Date 
Finding 1 – Valley Metro did not always have adequate reviews of credit card transactions 
1 Internal Audit recommends 

that Valley Metro should 
ensure that Procurement 
reviews a minimum of 20 
percent of all credit card 
transactions every month. 

Low Concur Procurement will 
now implement a 
procedure to 
calculate 20% of 
the monthly credit 
card transactions 
to ensure this 
action stays 
consistent with 
established policy.  

Susanna 
Hernandez 
Acting Chief 
Procurement 
Officer 
602-495-8218 
shernandez@vall
eymetro.org  

10/15/2022 – 
September 
Credit Card 
Report due 

date  

Finding 2 – Valley Metro policies lacked sufficient written guidance 
2 Internal Audit recommends 

that Valley Metro should 
strengthen the Credit Card 
Acceptable Use Policy to 
include guidance on the 
types of forms that must be 
used as supporting 
documentation. 

Low Concur Acting CFO will 
review and update 
Credit Card 
Acceptable Use 
Policy per Internal 
Audit 
recommendations 

Jim Hillyard 
Interim Chief 
Financial Officer 
602-495-8234 
jhillyard@valleym
etro.org  

11/30/22 

Finding 3 – Some credit card purchases were not in compliance with Valley Metro policy 
3 Internal Audit recommends 

that Valley Metro should 
ensure dining and food 
expenditures are 
supported by required Pre-
Approved Local Dining and 
Refreshments forms or 
amend the Credit Card 
Acceptable Use Policy to 
explicitly state the 
exceptions to the pre-
approval form 
requirement. 

Low Concur 
 

Acting CFO will 
review and update 
Credit Card 
Acceptable Use 
Policy per Internal 
Audit 
recommendations 

Jim Hillyard 
Interim Chief 
Financial Officer 
602-495-8234 
jhillyard@valleym
etro.org  

10/31/22 

 

mailto:shernandez@valleymetro.org
mailto:shernandez@valleymetro.org
mailto:jhillyard@valleymetro.org
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Travel Expenses 
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To present the results of the Travel Expenses audit review to the Audit and Finance 
Subcommittee (AFS) for acceptance. 
 
COST AND BUDGET 
None  
 
RECOMMENDATION 
Staff recommends the AFS accept the Travel Expenses audit report. 
 
BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION/CONSIDERATION 
A series of travel expense audits was included in the Fiscal Year 2023 audit plan and 
was approved by the Audit and Finance Subcommittee (AFS) on August 4, 2022. The 
audits seek to determine whether controls over the travel processes remain effective, 
verify the accuracy of the travel expense reporting process, and conclude if changes to 
the process would lead to more efficiencies. This audit was the second audit conducted 
in a series of semi-annual reviews and covers travel from January 1, 2022 through June 
30, 2022.  
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To:   Councilmember Bill Stipp, Chair, Goodyear 
Vice Mayor Laura Pastor, Phoenix 
Mayor Brigette Peterson, Gilbert 
Councilmember Francisco Heredia, Mesa 
Councilmember Clay Goodman, Ph.D., Buckeye  

 
Internal Audit has completed an audit of the travel expenses from January 1, 2022 through June 
30, 2022. This was the second review in a newly developed process to continuously audit travel 
expenses semi‐annually.  
 
The review was to assess whether controls over the travel processes remain effective, verify the 
accuracy of the travel expense reporting process, and conclude if changes to the process would 
lead to more efficiencies. The audit was part of Valley Metro’s Fiscal Year 2023 Internal Audit Plan. 
 
The report includes the following sections: Executive Summary, Introduction and Background (that 
includes Objective, Scope, and Methodology), and Audit findings and recommendations. 
 
Based on Internal Audit’s review, this report contains one audit finding and an associated 
recommendation to improve documentation.  
 
We appreciate the support and assistance provided by Valley Metro staff throughout the audit 
process.  
 
If you have questions or would like further clarification, please contact me at 602‐256‐5813.  
 

 
 
Sebrina Beckstrom, CIG, CFE, CIGA 
Chief Auditor 
October 5, 2022 
 
Performed by: 
Jennifer Davis, CIA 
Senior Internal Auditor 

 
 
 
 

Distribution 
Jessica Mefford‐Miller, Chief Executive Officer 

Jim Hillyard, Chief Administrative Officer & 
Acting Chief Financial Officer 

Michael Mathews, Interim Controller 
Michael Wawro, Interim General Counsel 
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Executive Summary 
A series of travel expense audits was included in the Fiscal Year 2023 audit plan and was approved 
by the Audit and Finance Subcommittee (AFS) on August 4, 2022. The audits seek to determine 
whether controls over the travel processes remain effective, verify the accuracy of the travel 
expense reporting process, and conclude if changes to the process would lead to more efficiencies. 
This audit was the second audit conducted in a series of semi‐annual reviews.  
 
This Executive Summary provides an overview of the audit along with the associated categorization 
of risks identified throughout the review. Report risk is calculated based on likelihood and impact. 
As indicated below in Figure 1, the overall report risk is determined to be Low.  
 
Figure 1.  Report Risk Ratings  
 

Low  Medium  High  Critical 

An overall report risk 
rating of Low indicates 
the processes/controls 
supporting business unit 
operations and 
addressing associated 
risks are mostly 
effective. 

An overall report risk 
rating of Medium 
indicates the 
processes/controls 
supporting business unit 
operations and 
addressing associated 
risks are somewhat 
effective. 

An overall report risk 
rating of High indicates 
the processes/controls 
supporting business 
unit operations and 
addressing associated 
risks are somewhat 
ineffective. 

An overall report risk 
rating of Critical 
indicates the 
processes/controls 
supporting business 
unit operations and 
addressing associated 
risks are mostly 
ineffective. 

 
Conclusions pursuant to the audit objective are presented as one finding and an associated 
recommendation in this report. Internal Audit rated the risk of the finding, assigning a “risk rating” 
that reflects the likelihood and impact of negative events occurring in the audited area. Below is a 
description of the risk ratings, a heat map showing the rating for the finding (labeled F1), and a 
summary of the finding.  

Figure 2.  Finding Risk Ratings 

Low  Medium  High  Critical 

A finding with a low 

risk rating indicates 

little or minimal 

negative impact to the 

audited area. Action is 

recommended.  

A finding with a 

medium risk rating 

indicates a negative 

impact to the audited 

area. Action is 

required.  

A finding with a high 

risk rating indicates a 

substantial negative 

impact to the audited 

area. Some immediate 

action is required.  

A finding with a critical 

risk rating indicates a 

serious negative 

impact to the audited 

area. Immediate action 

is required.  
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Figure 3.  Finding Heat Map 

 

Finding Summary: 

Finding 1 – A written process to consistently document and approve Travel Policy 
deadline exceptions is needed (see page 9) 
 
Travel Authorization Forms and Travel Expense Reports did not always meet filing 
deadlines and exceptions to filing deadlines were not documented within the travel 
packets. The Travel Policy acknowledges circumstances when it may not be possible 
to meet form submittal deadlines. However, the policy and forms do not provide 
direction on appropriate methods to document and approve deadline exceptions. 

   

Low 
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Introduction and Background 
Audit Plan, Objective, and Scope 
The Audit and Finance Subcommittee (AFS) requested that Internal Audit continuously review 
travel expenses as part of the travel expense and reimbursement reporting process. Therefore, a 
series of travel expense audits was included in the Fiscal Year (FY) 2023 audit plan approved by the 
AFS on August 4, 2022. This audit was the second audit conducted in a series of semi‐annual 
reviews of travel expenses and processes. The objective of the audit was to determine whether 
controls over the travel processes remain effective, verify the accuracy of the travel expense 
reporting process, and conclude if changes to the process would lead to more efficiencies.  
 

This second audit focused on travel transactions from January 1, 2022 through June 30, 2022. 
Activities around this timeframe that assisted with the audit objective were included in the review.  
 

Methodology 
Valley Metro’s Travel policies (v. 10/29/19 and v. 01/20/22)1, the FY22 Travel Control List, and the 
instructions for the Travel Authorization Form and Travel Expense Reports were reviewed and used 
as criteria to determine compliance with travel requirements. The Travel Control List is a 
spreadsheet listing the anticipated travel expenses requested on an annual basis during the budget 
process. 
 

Anticipating the return of professional development/discretionary travel for FY22, the FY22 Travel 
Control List itemized 157 travel trips2 for a total budgeted expense of $251,600. However, the 
agency’s FY22 travel trips and expenses remained at a reduced level, noting 51 travel trips (32 
percent) and approximately $68,800 in expenses (27 percent of the budget) for FY22. 
 

Internal Audit determined there were 42 total travel trips3 during the audit scope (January 2022 
through June 2022) and reviewed all 42 trips for compliance with Valley Metro policies.  
 

Internal Audit focused on the following areas:  
 

• Travel expenses:  
o Compliance with Valley Metro policies and General Services Administration (GSA) rates 
o Completeness of documentation and supporting receipts 
o Accurate general ledger postings 
o Documented reviews for appropriateness and authorization 

• Accuracy of travel expenses reported to the Board of Directors 
• Travel Policy training 

 

To meet the audit objectives, Internal Audit interviewed applicable staff, reviewed applicable 
general ledger postings, and tested travel and training documents.  
 

Prior audit findings and recommendations 
Valley Metro Internal Audit performed the Travel Expenses Audit for FY21 and the first half of 
FY22, issuing the report in March 20224 with no recommendations.    

 
1 FIN‐02.03_Management_Policy_Travel (10.29.2019) and FIN‐02.04_Management_Policy_Travel (01.20.2022) 
2 74 required/essential trips and 83 professional development/discretionary travel trips were budgeted for FY22 
3 32 out‐of‐state trips and 10 in‐state trips, included two trips from December 2021 
4 Report No. 22‐06 Travel Expenses, Review #1 ‐ March 2022 
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Requesting travel 
The Travel Policy (v. 01/20/22) does not require training by the Travelers, however, Section III 
(page 3) and Section VIII (page 9) indicate: 
 

Before traveling on Agency business, the Traveler is responsible for obtaining a copy of this 
Management Policy and becoming familiar with the requirements and procedures set forth 
herein.  
 

Before travel, obtain a copy of the Travel Management Policy to understand Valley Metro's 
travel requirements. 

 
From January 2022 through June 2022, travelers continued to use the Travel Authorization Form to 
process all authorized and budgeted Agency travel. Additionally, this form contains an 
acknowledgment statement that the Traveler has read and understands the Valley Metro Travel 
Policy.  
 
This form required the signature approval of the Division Head, the Chief Financial Officer, and the 
Chief Executive Officer. The process had been enhanced to allow for electronic signatures. The 
Travel Administrators then booked travel based on the approved Travel Authorization Form. 
 

Travel Administrators 
After the Travel Authorization Form was routed for appropriate approvals, it was submitted to one 
of five Valley Metro employees known as “Travel Administrators” to book the individual's travel 
and/or registration request.  
 

The five Agency employees designated as Travel Administrators: 
 

 Executive Administrative Coordinator  

 Administrative Assistant III, Capital and Service Development  

 Administrative Assistance III, Operations and Maintenance 

 Administrative Assistance III, Finance 

 Accounting Technician, Finance 
 
The Travel Administrators utilized a Valley Metro Wells Fargo credit card issued in their name to 
book travel‐related expenses (that normally included airfare and lodging).  
 
The Travel Policy (v. 01/20/22) does not require training by the Travel Administrators. However, 
the Travel Administrators met on June 2, 2022, to review the policy, discuss clarifications to 
processes, and offer suggestions for improvements to the Travel forms. Internal Audit reviewed 
the planner and the Summary Notes for the “06/02/22 Travel Administrators Meeting” and 
determined all five Travel Administrators were in attendance and the information discussed 
continued to allow consistent practices. 
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Travel Expense Reports 
The Travel Expense Report (TER) was used to record all estimated expenses before travel and then 
reported actual expenses that occurred while the traveler was on travel status. Travelers should 
have completed and submitted a TER within 10 business days after the traveler returns to work.5  
 

Allowable expenses, as defined in the Travel Policy, can include, air travel, lodging, meals and 
incidental expenses allowance (per diem), ground transportation, business communication 
expenses, laundry services, and business entertainment. 
 

Non‐allowable expenses continue to include first‐class airfare, expenses related to companion 
travel, alcoholic beverages, and personal entertainment expenses.6 
 

Over the past four fiscal years, Valley Metro has had fewer travel expenses than the approved 
travel budget. Table 1 below shows a comparison of the budgeted and actual travel expenses. 
 

Table 1:  Travel Expense to Budget Comparison  

Fiscal Year 
Budgeted  

Travel Expenses 
Actual  

Travel Expense 
Actual as a % 
of Budgeted 

FY19   $       383,500    $     258,803      67% 

FY20            408,400           146,692   36   

FY21            103,500             18,028   17 

FY22            251,600             68,790   27 

Totals  $   1,147,000  $      492,313    43% 
 

The FY20 travel expenditures were reduced as Valley Metro suspended travel in March 2020 in 
response to the COVID‐19 pandemic. Likewise, in FY21, travel trips were restricted to only 
required trips, therefore, reducing the actual travel expenses. For FY22, the budget was increased 
to reflect the anticipated return of professional development/discretionary travel. During the 
second half of FY22, the agency was able to continue its investment in the professional 
development of staff (i.e., EnoMAX) and increased its presence at industry essential events. 
 

Best Practices for Travel 
Internal Audit (IA) reviewed the travel expenses policies from other entities7 to determine if 
efficiencies in the Valley Metro processes could be realized. IA looked at overall travel practices, 
specifically the practices for travel advances, the use of per diem versus itemized receipts for meal 
reimbursement, and if training on the travel policies was required or offered. It was determined 
that offering travel advances is a practice followed by the other agencies; however, a separate 
form was utilized. Valley Metro’s practice to use per diem following GSA rates was more efficient 
than itemized receipts. Additionally, the other entities did not require training but did offer online 
training options. Overall, no major changes to the Valley Metro travel processes were needed. 

 
5 FIN‐02.03_Management_Policy_Travel (10.29.2019) and FIN‐02.04_Management_Policy_Travel (01.20.2022) Section 
III. Policy Requirements (page 4) 
6 FIN‐02.03_Management_Policy_Travel (10.29.2019) and FIN‐02.04_Management_Policy_Travel (01.20.2022) Section 
V. Non‐allowable Expenses (page 8) 
7 City of Phoenix Administrative Regulation 3.41 (Business, Conference and Training Travel and Related Expenses) 
(2015), State of Arizona Accounting Manual (SAAM), Topic 50 Section 05, (2018), and San Diego’s Metropolitan Transit 
System (MTS) Travel Expense Policy (2017) 
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Travel expenses 
IA reviewed the travel authorization and travel expense documentation for January 1, 2022 
through June 30, 2022 (2nd half of FY22). IA determined a total of 42 travel trips (10 in‐state travel 
trips and 32 out‐of‐state trips8) were completed, totaling $57,677 in travel expenses. Table 2 below 
summarizes the travel expenses for all of FY22 broken down by Division. See Appendix B at the end 
of the report for a full listing of the travel trips. 
 

Table 2:  Travel Expenses 

Traveler's Division 
# of  
Trips 

Airfare 
Other 

Expenses* 
Lodging 

Meals/ 
Per Diem 

Total 
Travel 
Costs 

Capital and Service Development  3   $     155  $     446   $   1,196   $     369   $   2,166 

Executive Leadership Team  3       1,053  325        2,042         622     4,042 

Operations and Maintenance  3       2,148  789        1,328         640     4,905 

1st half of FY22 Totals  9       3,356  1,560        4,567      1,630   11,113 

Agency Business, Technology, and Services  2       1,404  86        1,583         515     3,589 

Capital and Service Development  20       7,081  1,728      11,131      3,181   23,121 

Communications and Strategic Initiatives  2       1,856  163        1,414         503     3,935 

Executive Leadership Team  6       1,906  378        4,227      1,297     7,807 

Internal Audit  6       3,241  421        3,387      1,038     8,087 

Operations and Maintenance  5       5,643  524        2,118      1,064     9,349 

Safety, Security, and Quality Assurance  1          644  ‐           848         296     1,788 

2nd half of FY22 Totals  42     21,774  3,301      24,708      7,894   57,677 

Totals  51   $ 25,131  $   4,860  $ 29,275   $   9,524   $ 68,790 
*Other Expenses included: local transportation expenses, rental cars, and associated fuel charges 
 

For FY22, the Board of Directors approved Valley Metro’s budget which included $251,600 for 
agency travel expenses, with an estimated cost per trip of $1,600. IA determined only 27 percent 
of the budget was spent with average trip costs of $457 for in‐state and $1,623 for out‐of‐state 
travel. Testing verified that per diem expenses (for meals and incidentals) and the lodging rates 
conformed with the applicable U.S. General Service Administration (GSA) rates for the travel 
locations. Additionally, the airfare fees were determined to be reasonable noting the fluctuating 
costs.  
 

Travel expense reporting to the Board of Directors 
IA reviewed the travel expenses that were reported to the Board of Directors during the audit 
scope and determined that Finance’s robust reconciliation process for FY22 travel expenses, 
implemented in August 2021, continued to report accurate information. 
 

For all of FY22, there were 51 travel trips, totaling $68,790. Board reporting was not required for 
the 12 in‐state trips, totaling $5,479. Therefore, IA reviewed Finance’s reconciliation 
documentation and tested the reporting accuracy for the remaining 39 trips, totaling $63,311. 
Expenses were reported to the Board of Directors as $63,049 ($10,338 for the 1st half of FY22 and 
$52,711 for the 2nd half of FY22), however, Internal Audit determined a $261 flight credit expense 
was not reported on the TER or accounted for in the Finance reconciliation. Management 
continues to refine the reporting process to improve reporting accuracy.   

 
8 Included two trips from December 2021 
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Audit Finding and Recommendation 
A written process to consistently document and approve Travel Policy deadline 
exceptions is needed 

Travel Authorization Forms and Travel Expense Reports did not always meet filing deadlines and 
exceptions to filing deadlines were not documented within the travel packets. The Travel Policy 
acknowledges circumstances when it may not be possible to meet form submittal deadlines. 
However, the policy and forms do not provide direction on appropriate methods to document and 
approve deadline exceptions. 
 

Travel Authorization Forms for six of 42 (14 percent) travel trips were submitted less than 21 days 
before travel (5‐12 days before travel and one was submitted 22 days after travel). Travel Expense 
Reports for seven of 42 (16 percent) travel trips were submitted more than ten business days after 
the Travelers’ return to work (17‐45 days after travel). 

Travel Administrators disclosed that when travel approval occurred less than 21 days before a 
travel trip the Travel Authorization Forms (TA) were either verbally approved or approved by email. 
Two of these travel trips were short notice travel required for streetcar testing, two were 
management decisions to send staff to events, and one was a director’s acceptance to present at 
an event the week before. The other delayed Travel Authorization Form was filed after the travel 
trip, for a host‐funded trip. 

Travel Administrators disclosed the reasons for the delays in submitting the Travel Expense 
Reports. Specifically, two were submitted 19 days after the last travel date but occurred just before 
the year‐end holidays, and another four trips were submitted late due to issues with the hotels 
charging travelers’ personal credit cards versus the agency cards on file. The other delayed TER 
form was filed 45 days after the travel trip in error, as the Travel Administrator thought the packet 
was submitted with the other traveler’s packet. Internal Audit found these explanations to be 
reasonable. 

According to the Travel Policy (v. 01/20/22) Section III (page 3), Travelers should complete the 
Travel Authorization Form (TA) and obtain appropriate authorizations such that conference/ 
training fees, lodging, and airfare can be arranged at least 21 days before travel. Additionally, per 
Section III (page 4), Travelers should complete and submit a Travel Expense Report (TER) within ten 
business days after the Traveler returns to work. 

TA forms submitted less than 21 days before travel can limit the agency's ability to coordinate the 
most fiscally responsible travel arrangements. TERs submitted greater than 10 business days upon 
return from travel limit the agency's ability to timely reconcile travel expenses to accurately report 
figures to the Board of Directors. 

Approved exceptions to the criteria outlined in the Travel Policy should be documented and 
maintained within the travel packet information. 

Recommendation:  
Internal Audit recommends the Valley Metro Finance Division enhance the process of documenting 
when exceptions to policy deadlines have been approved. The Travel Policy should identify the 
process and the Travel Authorization Forms and Travel Expense Reports should be enhanced to 
provide a notes section to document the details of the exception and include an approving 
signature.   
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Other Pertinent Information 
Travel Policy training:  
The Travel Policy and the Travel Authorization Form require travelers to acknowledge they have 
read and understood the policy before travel. As of the January 2022 policy update, Valley Metro 
did not require specific training for travelers. The Travel Administrators met in June 2022, reviewed 
the policy, offered travel form updates, and suggested creating an online Frequently Asked 
Questions (FAQ) area on the intranet/SharePoint that travelers could access before travel.  

As training enhances internal controls over processes by ensuring that those involved in a process 
understand necessary requirements, Internal Audit echoes this idea and recommends Valley Metro 
consider creating and providing an electronic training program or the suggested FAQ section. The 
training could include guidance on form completion and other specific requirements that may not 
be retained during the policy review and signing process.    
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Appendix A – Management’s Response Matrix 

No. 
Internal Audit  

Recommendation 
Severity 
of Issue 

Response 
Audit Client Response 

Comments 
Responsible Person(s) 

Estimated 
Implementation 

Date 

Finding 1 ‐ A written process to consistently document and approve Travel Policy deadline exceptions is needed 

1  Internal Audit recommends 

the Valley Metro Finance 

Division enhance the 

process of documenting 

when exceptions to policy 

deadlines have been 

approved. The Travel Policy 

should identify the process 

and the Travel Authorization 

Forms and Travel Expense 

Reports should be enhanced 

to provide a notes section to 

document the details of the 

exception and include an 

approving signature. 

Low  Concur  Management will 

modify the travel 

approval and claim 

forms to include 

sections approving 

timeframe exceptions 

and noting the reason 

the exception was 

needed. 

Jim Hillyard 
Interim CFO 
jhillyard@valleymetro.

org 

11/30/22 
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Appendix B – Travel listing (FY22) 
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*LRV – Light Rail Vehicle, FAI – First Article Inspection, ACI – Alternate Concepts, Inc., APTA – American Public Transportation 
Association, LCPTracker – Labor Compliance software program, and AzTA – AZ Statewide Rail & 35th Annual Transit Conferences 
**In‐State trips (Reporting of in‐state travel expenses to the Board of Directors is not required) 
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RECOMMENDATION 
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Information Summary 

mailto:sbeckstrom@valleymetro.org


10/6/2022

1

Valley Metro
Audit and Finance Subcommittee
Internal Audit Update

October 2022

Fiscal Year 2023 Audits

Audits in Fieldwork:
• CEO Requested - Operator Certification Audit

• Rail
• Bus
• Paratransit

Audits in planning and scoping:
• Fare Collections Processes and Controls
• Reduced Fare Review

2

1

2



10/6/2022

2

Audit Recommendations Update

• IT revised the Access Control Policy

• IT developed account management procedures; training 
is in progress

• Annual Credit Card Acknowledgement Forms; 
completed

3

3



Schedule of Prior Audits Findings and Recommendations

October 2022

No. Internal Audit Recommendation
Severity of 

Issue
Response Audit Client Response Comments

Responsible 

Person(s)

Estimated 

Implementation 

Date

Report No. 22‐08                    Dated: 7/25/2022 Finding Status:
Open

In Progress

1 Internal Audit recommends that Valley Metro should strengthen its access 

management controls for:                                          

a.  ensuring that user access for former employees is disabled in a timely manner. High Concur The sample showed that delays in access termination were 

the result of untimely notification by the supervisor/manager. 

Going forward HR will take on that role to ensure timely 

notification of employee departure to IT and other relevant 

parties.

Penny Lynch

(602) 523‐6024

July 31, 2022

Report No. 22‐08                    Dated: 7/25/2022 Finding Status:
Open

In Progress
2 Internal Audit recommends that Valley Metro should enhance policies and 

procedures for:

b. developing and implementing written procedures to provide guidance for the 

modification of existing accounts and assignment, use, and monitoring of 

administrative (privileged) accounts.

Low Concur New procedures are being drafted to cover these items, with 

dissemination and training to occur over the next month.

Phil Ozlin

(602) 495‐8253

August 2022

October 31, 2022

Report No. 22‐03                    Dated: 12/28/2021 Finding Status:
Open

In Progress

2 Internal Audit recommends that Valley Metro should create written standard 

operating procedures (SOPs) and monitor open pay applications to ensure 

payments of approved invoices are made within 30 days after receipt.

Medium Concur Finance will develop SOP to ensure payments are made 

within 30 days after receipt. Procurement will work with the 

customer to ensure POs are entered into CORE to allow for 

prompt payment. 

Liz Rozzell and 

Patty Clark

Finance and 

Procurement 

Team

June 2022

August 2022

December 2022

Report No. 22‐08                    Dated: 7/25/2022 Finding Status:
Open

In Progress

1 Internal Audit recommends that Valley Metro should strengthen its access 

management controls for:                                          

c. limiting the use, where possible, of Administrator accounts for system 

administration functions only.

High Concur Individuals with administrative access will be provided with 

‘A’ accounts that have administrative privileges to be used 

solely for administration functions, and their primary 

accounts will be restricted to standard user permissions. This 

transition is already undergoing testing within a selected 

group to ensure a global shift won’t create any operational 

disruption.

Phil Ozlin

(602) 495‐8253

January 31, 2023

IT Identity & Access Control Management Audit 
Finding 1 – Access Management Controls Need to be Strengthened 

IT Identity & Access Control Management Audit 
Finding 1 – Access Management Controls Need to be Strengthened 

10/05/22 Update:  Valley Metro developed written procedures in August to provide guidance for the modification of existing accounts and assignment, use, and monitoring of administrative 

(privileged) accounts. Valley Metro is currently providing training through the KnowBe4 training module and will provide IA with a completed log by the end of October.

Contract Management ‐ TS Audit
Finding 2 – Valley Metro’s contractor payment processes were generally effective, but enhancements can be made.

10/05/22 Update: Valley Metro HR has reduced risk by revising their process to ensure that IT and the divisions are simultaneously notified by email with all departing employee forms. Internal 

Audit will review for the timely disabling of access for all departing staff since the process was revised. 

IT Identity & Access Control Management Audit 

10/05/22 Update: Valley Metro IT has reduced risk by developing written procedures that limit the use of Administrator accounts for system administration functions only.

10/05/22 Update:  Finance reduced the risk initially identified in this finding through implementing the payment process. This recommendation is targeted for closure in December 2022 with the 

finalization of the payment process in an SOP.



Schedule of Prior Audits Findings and Recommendations

October 2022

No. Internal Audit Recommendation
Severity of 

Issue
Response Audit Client Response Comments

Responsible 

Person(s)

Estimated 

Implementation 

Date

Report No. 22‐08                    Dated: 7/25/2022 Finding Status:
Open

In Progress

1 Internal Audit recommends that Valley Metro should strengthen its access 

management controls for:                                          

b. conducting and documenting periodic formal reviews of user access rights that 

are completed by appropriate management to ensure that access rights remain 

commensurate with user job responsibilities.

High  Concur IT will develop a user permissions confirmation form and 

process for supervisors, then work with HR to include this 

assessment into the existing annual employee performance 

review process.

Phil Ozlin

(602) 495‐8253

July 31, 2023

Report No. 22‐05                    Dated: 2/09/2022 Finding Status:
Closed ‐ Pending 

Validation

1 IA recommends that Valley Metro should ensure they adhere to the new policy to 

timely notify the Board when changes in contract utilization may result in 

prematurely exhausting the Board‐approved contract authority.

Low Concur Staff has adopted the Contract Authority Monitoring and 

Reporting (FIN‐05.01) Management Policy and will implement 

it, as required.

Alexis Tameron 

Kinsey

(602) 322‐4450

January 2022

Procedure issued 

01/18/22

verification 

pending FY23 

Audit 

Report No. 22‐08                    Dated: 7/25/2022 Finding Status:
Implemented & 

Closed
2 Internal Audit recommends that Valley Metro should enhance policies and 

procedures for:

a.  Documenting review of and updating the access control policy annually and as 

appropriately needed.

Low Concur Valley Metro does review policies annually (policy was 

previously reviewed on 2.25.2022 and 2.9.2021), however the 

revision change in the NIST standard was missed and is being 

corrected.

Phil Ozlin

(602) 495‐8253

August 2022

Report No. 22‐07                    Dated: 3/28/2022 Finding Status:
Implemented & 

Closed

1 Internal Audit recommends the Valley Metro Procurement Department 

implement a monitoring process to ensure the forms are signed at the beginning 

of the fiscal year as the policy requires or update the policy to reflect the current 

practice of having the forms signed annually.

Low Concur Management commits to verifying timely completion of the 

Agency Credit Cardholder Agreement and Request Change 

Form. 

Patty Clark

Chief 

Procurement 

Officer

pclark@valleymet

ro.org

August 2022

IT Identity & Access Control Management Audit 

Contract Management ‐ FGCS Audit

Finding – Valley Metro policy did not require that Valley Metro inform the Board of contract utilization changes with the potential to prematurely exhaust the contract's expenditure authority.

10/05/22 Update: The initial risk identified was reduced through issuance and implementation of the Management Policy. IA and will follow up to determine if the new policy is being adhered to 

during the FY23 audit.

10/05/22 Update: IA reviewed the Agency Credit Cardholder Agreement, Request & Change Forms for the twenty‐three (23) FY23 cardholders and found that all forms were completed at the 

beginning of FY23, as required. Implemented and closed.

10/05/22 Update: Valley Metro reviewed and updated the IT‐ Access Control  policy (08.05.22) to reflect current NIST standards. Implemented and closed.

IT Identity & Access Control Management Audit 
Finding 1 – Access Management Controls Need to be Strengthened 

10/05/22 Update: Valley Metro IT has reduced risk by initiating the development of processes to address access rights that will take time to fully implement and validate.

Credit Card Transactions Audit
Finding 1 – Annual Agency Credit Cardholder Agreement and Request Change Forms should be signed at the beginning of the fiscal year.



Schedule of Prior Audits Findings and Recommendations

October 2022

No. Internal Audit Recommendation
Severity of 

Issue
Response Audit Client Response Comments

Responsible 

Person(s)

Estimated 

Implementation 

Date

Report No. 22‐03                    Dated: 12/28/2021 Finding Status: Open

1 Internal Audit recommends that Valley Metro continue in the process to develop 

standard operating procedures (SOPs) to specify contract practices for the 

various types of contracts entered into by Valley Metro and include references to 

SOPs in the manual. Additionally, Valley Metro should provide regular refresher 

training to applicable staff on the procedures.

Medium Concur Procurement will develop SOP for contract administration for 

the various types of contracts entered by Valley Metro and 

will also provide training for each SOP.

Patty Clark

Procurement 

Team

June 2022

4th Qtr 2022

1st Qtr 2023

Report No. 22‐02                    Dated: 11/17/2021 Finding Status: Open

1 Internal Audit recommends that Valley Metro develop standard operating 

procedures (SOPs) to specify contract practices for the various types of contracts 

entered into by Valley Metro and include references to SOPs in the manual. 

Additionally, Valley Metro should provide regular refresher training to applicable 

staff on the procedures.

Medium Concur Procurement will develop SOP for contract administration for 

the various types of contracts entered into by Valley Metro 

and will also provide training for each SOP. 

Patty Clark

Procurement 

Team

June 2022

4th Qtr 2022

1st Qtr 2023

Report No. 22‐02                    Dated: 11/17/2021 Finding Status: Open

2 Internal Audit recommends Valley Metro should revise the Valley Metro Internal 

Procurement Manual with criteria for which types of contracts require 

milestones or benchmarks and include language in the task orders that establish 

defined benchmarks, when applicable. Additionally, Valley Metro should create 

standard operating procedures for establishing benchmarks and provide training 

to Valley Metro staff on the procedures.

Medium Concur Revision to Procurement Manual will be made to define 

criteria for the different types of contracts and Task orders 

that will require milestones, benchmarks and deliverables 

when applicable. SOP will be developed, and training will be 

provided. 

Patty Clark

Procurement 

Team

June 2022

4th Qtr 2022

1st Qtr 2023

Report No. 22‐02                    Dated: 11/17/2021 Finding Status:
Closed ‐ Pending 

Validation

4 Internal Audit recommends that Valley Metro:

(1) updates the Valley Metro Internal Procurement Manual to reflect the 

processes to save finalized documents in the CORE system, 

(2) implement a review process to verify the correct documents are maintained 

(in CORE or Aconex), and 

(3) provide regular refresher training to applicable staff on the requirements.

Low Concur  Revisions to the Procurement manual will be made to reflect 

the documentation is kept in the system of record for CORE 

and Aconex.  SOP will be developed and training will be 

provided. 

Patty Clark

Procurement 

Team

March 2022

Procedure issued 

03/22/22

1st Qtr 2023 for 

Procurement 

Manual

The Procurement team reduced the risk initially identified in these findings through implementing the processes recommended. The Procurement team continues to update the Procurement 

Manual and associated SOPs to document those practices. The manual is targeted for completion by year‐end and finalization by 1st quarter of 2023 (pending the review and approval of the CFO 

and CPO, as applicable). 

10/05/22 Update for the following four Procurement Manual/ SOP related recommendations:

Contract Management ‐ TS Audit

Contract Management ‐ PCRSS Audit

Finding 4 – To strengthen internal controls Valley Metro should update the Valley Metro Internal Procurement Manual to require maintenance of contract documentation in a central location.

Contract Management ‐ PCRSS Audit
Finding 1 – The procurement manual does not reflect all the current procurement practices for professional services contracts.

Contract Management ‐ PCRSS Audit
Finding 2 – Valley Metro's contract performance monitoring processes were generally effective, but enhancements can be made.

Finding 1 – The procurement manual does not reflect all the current procurement practices for professional services contracts.



AGENDA ITEM 9 

SUBJECT 
Intergovernmental Agreements, Contract Change Orders, Amendments and Awards 

PURPOSE 
To provide an update to the Audit and Finance Subcommittee on upcoming 
Intergovernmental Agreements, Contract Amendments and Awards that will be 
presented to the Boards of Directors for action. For additional background information, 
the Information Summaries are included. 

The following items will be presented to the Boards of Directors for approval: 

Joint Agenda 

A. Telecommunications Managed Services Contract Award

Authorization for the CEO to issue a contract to Hye Tech Network & Security Solutions, 
LLC for Information Technology (IT) professional services to maintain Valley Metro’s 
voice, video, and data networks.  The period of authorization is 12 months starting 
November 2022, in an amount not to exceed $236,200 plus a 10% contingency of 
$23,700, for a total not-to-exceed authorization amount of $259,900.  

RPTA Agenda 

B. West Valley Fixed Route Bus Service Contract Change Order – Wage Rates

Authorization for the CEO to execute a contract change order with Total Ride to address 
wage rate challenges in the regional labor market for bus operators and maintenance 
technicians in an amount not to exceed $539,200 for the period December 1, 2022 to 
June 30, 2024 including a corresponding FY 2023 mid-year budget adjustment of 
$183,800 to fund the implementation of the change order. 

C. East Valley Fixed Route Bus Service Contract Change Order – Wage Rates

Authorization for the CEO to execute a contract change order with First Transit to 
address wage rate challenges in the regional labor market for bus operators in an 
amount not to exceed $2,910,900 for the period December 1, 2022 to June 30, 2023 
including a corresponding FY 2023 mid-year budget adjustment to fund the 
implementation of the change order. 

Information Summary 
DATE  
October 6, 2022 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Valley Metro Rail Agenda 
 
D. Rail Transportation Services Contract Change Order – Wage Rates 
 
Authorization for the CEO to execute a contract change order with Alternate Concepts, 
Inc. (ACI) to address wage rate challenges in the regional labor market for rail operators 
in an amount not to exceed $1,383,300 for the period December 1, 2022 to June 30, 
2025 including a corresponding FY 2023 mid-year budget adjustment of $321,800 to 
fund the implementation of the change order. 
 
RECOMMENDATION 
For information only.  If there are questions regarding these items, please reach out to 
Valley Metro staff. 
 
ATTACHMENT 
Information Summaries for items listed above. 
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DATE         AGENDA ITEM 9A 
October 5, 2022 
 
SUBJECT 
Telecommunications Managed Services Contract Award 
 
PURPOSE 
To request authorization for the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) to issue a contract to 
Hye Tech Network & Security Solutions, LLC for Information Technology (IT) 
professional services to maintain Valley Metro’s voice, video, and data networks. 
 
RECOMMENDATION 
Staff recommends that the TMC/RMC forward to the Boards of Directors authorization 
for the CEO to issue a contract to Hye Tech Network & Security Solutions, LLC for 
Information Technology (IT) professional services to maintain Valley Metro’s voice, 
video, and data networks.  The period of authorization is 12 months starting November 
2022, in an amount not to exceed $236,200 plus a 10% contingency of $23,700, for a 
total not-to-exceed authorization amount of $259,900.  
 
BACKGROUND | DISCUSSION | CONSIDERATION 
Valley Metro’s IT department operates a distributed telecommunications network 
spanning the Phoenix metropolitan area. This network provides voice, video, and data 
services interconnecting all VM facilities throughout the valley, including the regional call 
center, the Operations & Maintenance Center (OMC) rail yard, the various bus depots, 
and third parties like the City of Phoenix’s Public Transit Department (service 
scheduling, bus fleet computer aided dispatch & automatic vehicle location, etc.). Since 
2020 the network has grown to include expansions at the OMC and Mobility Center, two 
new field offices, several hundred remote workspaces, and the City of Tempe 
Transportation Division for streetcar stop video feeds. 
 
The IT department currently employs two staff with network abilities, one network 
administrator and one manager.  These two staff are unable to meet Valley Metro's 
current network monitoring and maintenance requirements.  This deficit was highlighted 
in January 2022 when a CenturyLink network failure caused the rail system's ticket 
vending machines (TVMs) to lose connectivity to the payment processing vendor for 29 
hours costing the agency an estimated $19,000 in fare revenue. Valley Metro had 
previously configured a back-up circuit for TVMs which should have prevented the 
outage, but staff doesn’t have capacity to regularly test that back-up and therefore didn’t 
realize changes by the payment processing vendor had rendered it inoperable. 
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Staff proposes solving the issue of depth of bench and available skillsets by retaining 
Hye Tech Network & Security Solutions, LLC to provide managed networking services. 
This approach is preferable to adding IT staff as it provides greater support and skill set 
availability at a lower cost.  Hye Tech provides a team of experts with wide range of skill 
set 24 hours per day, 365 days a year including proactive monitoring and alerting.  
Achieving a comparable scope of coverage with internal staff would require multiple 
FTE’s.  In addition, this contract will shift Valley Metro’s existing Managed Telephony 
service to Hye Tech to provide a single vendor for all network support.   
 

Item Frequency Amount 
On-boarding Fee One-Time $25,000 
Network & Collaboration Managed Services Monthly $17,600 
First Year Total  $236,200 

 
COST AND BUDGET 
The funds for the professional services outlined in this memo are already included in the 
adopted RPTA and VMR FY 2022 Operating and Capital Budgets. The current 
requested authorization is not to exceed $259,900 over the 12 months starting 
November 2022. The RPTA portion is $129,950 and the VMR portion is $129,950. 
 
This contract’s initial and ongoing costs will be funded using savings created by the 
recent replacement of Valley Metro’s security automation software with a more cost-
effective solution, in concert with the reassignment of existing managed telephony 
services funding.  In future years, continuation of this contract will be included as part of 
the annual IT professional services authorization memos brought to the Board toward 
the end of each fiscal year. 
 
The contract will be procured through an Arizona State Procurement Office cooperative 
contract to ensure a competitively negotiated price and leverage the better volume 
discounts available through the contract.  
 

Vendor Cooperative Vehicle Contract # 
HyeTech Arizona State Procurement Office CTR059868 

 
COMMITTEE ACTION 
RTAG: September 13, 2022 for information 
TMC/RMC: October 12, 2022 for action 
Boards of Directors: October 27, 2022 for action 
  
CONTACT  
Phil Ozlin 
Chief Information Officer 
pozlin@valleymetro.org  
 

mailto:pozlin@valleymetro.org
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DATE          AGENDA ITEM 9B 
October 5, 2022 
 
SUBJECT 
West Valley Fixed Route Bus Service Contract Change Order – Wage Rates 
 
PURPOSE 
To request authorization for the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) to execute a contract 
change order with National Express (dba Total Ride) to address wage rate challenges in 
the regional labor market for bus operators and maintenance technicians and a 
corresponding FY 2023 mid-year budget adjustment to fund the implementation of the 
change order. 
 
RECOMMENDATION 
Staff recommends the TMC forward to the Board of Directors authorization for the CEO 
to execute a contract change order with Total Ride to address wage rate challenges in 
the regional labor market for bus operators and maintenance technicians in an amount 
not to exceed $539,200 for the period December 1, 2022 to June 30, 2024 including a 
corresponding FY 2023 mid-year budget adjustment of $183,800 to fund the 
implementation of the change order. 
 
BACKGROUND | DISCUSSION | CONSIDERATION 
West Valley fixed route service is currently provided to Valley Metro under an eight-year 
contract with Total Ride. The current 5-Year base contract expires in June 2024. 
 
The West Valley fixed route bus service contractor provides circulator and express fixed 
route bus services in the Northwest and Southwest portions of the valley serving the 
communities of: 

• Avondale 
• Buckeye 
• Glendale 
• Goodyear 

• Maricopa County 
• Peoria 
• Phoenix 
• Surprise 

 
The contractor is responsible for all facets of service provision including selection and 
hiring of personnel qualified for the operation and maintenance of equipment and 
services. The contractor is responsible for providing maintenance and storage facilities 
that best meet the operational needs of the service and which minimize deadhead miles 
traveled. The facility is the site for bus storage and service vehicle maintenance, fueling 
and washing, and administration of operations. 
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The contract calls for a total of 51 bus operators. As of August, Total Ride had 40 total 
operators on staff (22% vacancy). The contractor has deployed several strategies to 
improve recruitment and retention outcomes, including: 
 

1. Pay increases in July 2021 and January 2022 totaling $2.50 per hour 
2. Allowed hourly employees to carry over earned PTO from the prior year 
3. Offering bonuses for operating service on uncovered shifts  
4. Implemented an Employee Engagement Committee, consisting of Managers, 

Dispatchers, Bus Operators, Road Supervisors and Mechanics   
5. $0.50 per hour split differential– On any working day in which the split period 

between shifts is 5 hours or more 
6. $0.50 per hour attendance incentive for operators with - 100% on-time and no 

call-offs during the pay period 
7. $0.25 per hour safe driving incentive for employees with no at fault/chargeable 

accident to company vehicle or equipment  
8. $0.25 per hour Customer Service Incentive for every hour worked for operators 

with no chargeable or valid complaints during any two weeks 
 
Despite the strategies above, the labor market continues to make the contractor’s 
operator labor rates uncompetitive. An Economic Research Institute wage analysis 
performed for the Operator position in the Phoenix area illustrates wage rates using 
different percentiles. Due to the critical nature of the Operator position it is 
recommended that we target ranges within the 75th percentile.  
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A review of current Phoenix area job posting for operators with commercial driver’s 
licenses on local (as opposed to long-haul) routes supports the need to adjust wages: 
 

  Advertised   
Local CDL Postings Starting Wage Note 
Jet Pipe Delivery Driver $22.00  Health & dental benefits 
Southern Glazers Wine Delivery $25.50  Health & dental benefits 
Arrowhead Water Delivery $26.36    
Centerline Local Truck Driver  $25-$27  Starting pay range 
US Foods Delivery Driver  up to $29.50  $2,500 Bonus, health & dental 
Republic Services $33.65  Garbage truck driver 

 
Total Ride has been unable to maintain the required operator staffing levels and their 
performance reflects the operator shortage. Currently there are 51 operator positions 
needed and only 40 of those positions are filled (22% vacancy rate). Additionally, Total 
Ride missed 168 trips (5%) in August. The impact of missed trips is significant in the 
West Valley due to low service frequency. Total Ride has communicated their efforts to 
hire staff but have been unsuccessful in doing so with the current contract wage levels. 
Those efforts have included: 
 

• Offering a $5,000 sign on bonus with CDL 
• Offering a $5,000 sign on bonus for maintenance technicians 
• Offering a $2,500 sign on bonus without CDL 
• Offering $2,000 referral bonus 
• Will train and pay for CDL 
• Raised operator wages to $18.00 starting pay 
• Added spend for online advertising and job fairs 

 
COST AND BUDGET 
The estimated increase in the cost per mile of the change order is approximately $0.47 
per mile for FY23 and an average of $0.54/mile for FY24 across all modes of the fixed 
route service. Chart below illustrates the current cost per mile by mode and the 
estimated increase: 
 

 FY 2023 FY 2024 

Mode Current Proposed 
 

Current Proposed 
Express $7.48 $7.95 $7.70 $8.26 
Grand Ave. Limited $7.48 $7.95 $7.70 $8.26 
Zoom Circulator $10.69 $11.16 $11.04 $11.47 
POGO Circulator $6.03 $6.50 $6.21 $6.81 
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The cost of the change order to the West Valley Fixed Route Bus Service Contract with 
Total Ride over the remaining period of the 5-Year base period is an amount not to 
exceed $539,200. 
 
For FY23, the contract change order obligation is $183,800 and a mid-year budget 
adjustment in this amount is needed to allow Valley Metro to implement the contract 
change. Since contingency was not included in the annual member city transit service 
IGAs, they will need to be increased by a corresponding amount for FY23.  Of this 
amount, $118,500 will be funded by member cities and $65,300 by PTF.  This 
represents a 5% increase in the FY 23 IGA totals.  It will be offset by savings associated 
with missed trips which averaged 5% in the first two months of the fiscal year.  Actual 
costs will vary and may be lower depending on when negotiated wage increase(s) take 
effect. 
 
COMMITTEE ACTION 
RTAG: September 20, 2022, for information 
TMC/RMC: October 12, 2022, for action 
Boards of Directors: October 27, 2022, for action 
 
CONTACT  
Dan Filippino 
Deputy Director - Transportation and Project Integration 
602-262-7422 
dfilippino@valleymetro.org 
 
ATTACHMENT 
None 
 

mailto:dfilippino@valleymetro.org
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DATE          AGENDA ITEM 9C 
October 5, 2022 
 
SUBJECT 
East Valley Fixed Route Bus Service Contract Change Order – Wage Rates 
 
PURPOSE 
To request authorization for the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) to execute a contract 
change order with First Transit to address wage rate challenges in the regional labor 
market for bus operators in an amount not to exceed to $2,910,900 for the period 
December 1, 2022 to June 30, 2023 including a corresponding FY 2023 mid-year 
budget adjustment to fund the implementation of the change order. 
 
RECOMMENDATION 
Staff recommends that the TMC forward to the Board of Directors authorization for the 
CEO to execute a contract change order with First Transit to address wage rate 
challenges in the regional labor market for bus operators in an amount not to exceed 
$2,910,900 for the period December 1, 2022 to June 30, 2023 including a 
corresponding FY 2023 mid-year budget adjustment to fund the implementation of the 
change order. 
 
BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION/CONSIDERATION 
In January 2013, Valley Metro awarded the East Valley bus fixed route contract to First 
Transit. The contract term is for a 3-year base with one 3-year option and one 4-year 
option for a total of 10 years. The final option period expires June 30, 2023. In August 
2022, the Board approved a six-month extension for the period July 1, 2023, to 
December 31, 2023. The proposed wage rate increase does not increase the amount 
the Board approved for the six-month extension. 
 
Contactor provides local, circulator, and express fixed route bus services in the Eastern 
and Southeastern areas of the Phoenix Metropolitan Area.  The contractor is 
responsible for all facets of service provision including selection and hiring of personnel 
qualified for the operation and maintenance of equipment and services.  
 
Recent changes in the labor market have made the contractor’s operator labor rates 
uncompetitive. An Economic Research Institute wage analysis performed for the 
Operator position in the Phoenix area illustrates wage rates using different percentiles.  
Due to the critical nature of the Operator position it is recommended that we target 
ranges within the 75th percentile. 
 

Information Summary 
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A review of current Phoenix area job posting for operators with commercial driver’s 
licenses on local (as opposed to long-haul) routes supports the need to adjust wages: 
 

  Advertised   
Local CDL Postings Starting Wage Note 
Jet Pipe Delivery Driver $22.00  Health & dental benefits 
Southern Glazers Wine Delivery $25.50  Health & dental benefits 
Arrowhead Water Delivery $26.36    
Centerline Local Truck Driver  $25-$27  Starting pay range 
US Foods Delivery Driver  up to $29.50  $2,500 Bonus, health & dental 
Republic Services $33.65  Garbage truck driver 

 
First Transit has been unable to maintain the required operator staffing levels and their 
performance reflects the operator shortage. Currently there are 648 operator positions 
needed and only 537 of those positions are filled (17% vacancy rate). Additionally, First 
Transit missed 4,228 trips (5%) in August. The impact of missed trips is significant in the 
East Valley due to the frequency between schedules. First Transit has increased their 
level of effort to hire staff but have been unsuccessful in doing so with the current 
contract wage levels. Those efforts include: 
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1. Increased starting wage in the last year from $15.05 in November of 2021 to 
$16.25 on December 12, 2021, to $18.11 effective July 1, 2022.  

2. Eliminated the student wage rate, with all starting operators beginning at $18.11. 
3. Negotiated a new CBA with added Attendance and Safety Incentives.  
4. Increased the senior operator wages by 4.5% effective July 1, 2022.  
5. Improved other benefits to help retain employees including improving the 

company’s contribution to the medical plan and increasing company contribution 
to the 401k retirement plan.  

6. Implemented $5,000 hiring and referral bonuses to attract qualified drivers.  
7. Hired a local Phoenix area recruitment company to help with grass roots 

recruiting efforts and community engagement.  
8. Instituted weekly job fairs.  
9. Added perfect attendance bonus of $200/month for all employees and another 

$200 for the quarter to minimize service disruptions and improve service quality.  
10. Provided Million Mile Driving Awards to engage employees and recognize 

operators for their dedication to safety.  
11. Consistently reviewing customer comments to effectively train operators and 

improve interactions with passengers coming out of the pandemic.  
12. All-hands-on-deck approach to minimize service disruptions with managers 

helping in dispatch and trained supervisors working as vehicle operators as 
needed.  

13. Added an employee dedicated recruiter position at Tempe solely for the Phoenix 
market.  

 
The above efforts have helped First Transit recruit some additional operators, however 
the contract remains significantly under resourced. First Transit has requested a 
contract change order to bring wages in line with the market. A summary of those costs 
is outlined below. 
 
COST AND BUDGET 
The estimated increase in the cost per mile of the change order is approximately $0.437 
per mile across all modes of the fixed route service. Chart below illustrates the current 
cost per mile by mode and the estimated increase: 
 

 Current – FY23 Proposed – FY23 

Mode 
Annual 

Fixed Costs 

Variable 
Cost per 

mile 

 
Annual 

Fixed Costs 

Variable 
Cost per 

mile 
Express $380,528 $5.98 $380,528 $6.41 
Local $6,159,049 $5.69 $6,159,049 $6.13 
Circulator $992,420 $5.58 $992,420 $6.01 
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For FY23, the contract change order obligation is $2,910,900 as the final option period 
of the contract expires June 30, 2023.  While this amount exceeds the total contingency 
included in the annual member city transit service IGAs, savings due to missed trips in 
the first two months of the fiscal year, which have averaged 6%, have already exceeded 
the additional IGA costs associated with this change order.  As a result, no IGA 
adjustments will be needed for this change order.  Actual costs will vary, may be lower 
and depend on when negotiated wage increase(s) take effect. Contract Obligations 
beyond FY 2023 will be incorporated into the RPTA Five-Year Operating Forecast and 
Capital Program (FY 2023 thru FY 2027). 
 
COMMITTEE PROCESS 
RTAG: September 20, 2022, for information 
TMC/RMC: October 12, 2022, for action 
Boards of Directors: October 27, 2022, for action 
 
CONTACT  
Dan Filippino 
Deputy Director - Transportation and Project Integration 
602-262-7422 
dfilippino@valleymetro.org 
 
ATTACHMENT 
None  
 

mailto:dfilippino@valleymetro.org
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DATE      AGENDA ITEM 9D 
October 5, 2022  
 
SUBJECT 
Rail Transportation Services Contract Change Order – Wage Rates 
 
PURPOSE 
To request authorization for the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) to execute a contract 
change order with Alternate Concepts, Inc. (ACI) to address wage rate challenges in the 
regional labor market for rail operators in an amount not to exceed $1,383,300 for the 
period December 1, 2022 to June 30, 2025 including a corresponding FY 2023 mid-year 
budget adjustment of $321,800 to fund the implementation of the change order. 
 
RECOMMENDATION 
Staff recommends that the RMC forward to the Board of Directors authorization for the 
CEO to execute a contract change order with Alternate Concepts, Inc. (ACI) to address 
wage rate challenges in the regional labor market for rail operators in an amount not to 
exceed $1,383,300 for the period December 1, 2022 to June 30, 2025 including a 
corresponding FY 2023 mid-year budget adjustment of $321,800 to fund the 
implementation of the change order. 
 
BACKGROUND | DISCUSSION | CONSIDERATION 
Rail Transportation Services are currently provided to Valley Metro under a 5-year base 
contract plus one 3-year option and one 2-year option with ACI. In March 2017, the 
Board of Directors authorized the CEO to execute a contract with ACI to provide rail 
transportation services from July 1, 2017 to June 30, 2022. The award amount was 
$56,140,384 for the 5-year base term of the contract. The contract includes rail 
transportation services for the original 20-mile rail alignment, Central Mesa Extension, 
and the Northwest Extension.  
 
In February 2022, the Board of Directors authorized the CEO to execute a change order 
to the contract to exercise the 3-year option period beginning July 1, 2022 to June 30, 
2025. The change order included costs to operate the current 28-mile rail alignment and 
the street car alignment. The cost of the change order with ACI over the 3-year option 
period of the contract was for an amount not to exceed $48,318,335. 
 
ACI manages, coordinates and controls all activities necessary for light rail and 
streetcar operations. Work being performed under this contract includes: providing 
qualified light rail vehicle (LRV) and streetcar operators, managers, supervisors, 
administrative and support staff, and Operations Control Center (OCC) staffing. Other 
activities under the contract include initial and continual training for personnel; assisting 

Information Summary 
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Valley Metro  with start-up and light rail extension activities; coordination of special 
events and activities along the light rail and streetcar alignments; management and 
mitigation of any situation impacting light rail and streetcar operations; and accident 
investigation and reporting.  
 
Recent changes in the labor market have made it difficult for many industries to hire and 
retain workers. This workforce shortage is especially acute for the transit industry. In 
February 2022, the American Public Transportation Association (APTA) conducted a 
survey of its member transit agencies. Key takeaways from that survey include:  
 

1. More than nine in ten public transit agencies (92 percent) stated that they are 
having difficulty hiring new employees. Bus operations positions are the most 
difficult to fill.    

2. Almost two‐thirds of transit agencies (66 percent) indicated that they are having 
difficulty retaining employees. 

3. Nearly three‐in‐four transit agencies (71 percent) said that they have either had 
to cut service or delay service increases because of worker shortage issues.  

4. One‐half of transit agencies (52 percent) have increased their starting pay in 
response to worker shortage issues.  

5. More than one‐third of agencies (38 percent) have implemented sign‐on 
bonuses, 39 percent have implemented referral bonuses, and 17 percent have 
implemented retention bonuses. 

 
Market pressure in the past year has made Valley Metro’s contractors’ wage rates 
uncompetitive. Since fall 2021, Valley Metro’s contractors have experienced significant 
difficulty attracting and retaining operators. As part of their effort to fully staff the 
contract, ACI has broadened its recruitment and retention efforts, to include: 
 

1. Hosted a job fair in 2021 supported by a broad advertising campaign including 
print and radio media 

2. Hired a temporary recruiter in 2021/2022 to focus on the Tempe Streetcar 
recruitment efforts 

3. Recruited through ZipRecruiter (2021) 
4. Maintain an active advertisement on Indeed 
5. Posted positions internally, as often applicants are referred by a staff member 
6. Partnered with the ATU Local 1433 to identify potential candidates 
7. Participated in the Valley Metro sponsored job fair in 2022 
8. Worked with Valley Metro to streamline hiring requirements and operator 

qualifications, as formalized in Change Order 7, effective August 3, 2022. 
9. Develop a jobs page and online application on the ACI website 
10. Participating in/planning future job fairs 
11. Expanded online, print and radio advertisement 
12. Increased Community Engagement by seeking opportunities to partner with 

agencies that offer workforce development services in the Valley. 

https://www.apta.com/wp-content/uploads/APTA-SURVEY-BRIEF-Workforce-Shortages-March-2022.pdf
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The above efforts, along with strategie to improve coaching, recognition, and 
opportunities for professional advancement have helped ACI recruit some additional 
operators, however the contract remains significantly under resourced. The rail operator 
workforce shortage is especially acute because Valley Metro requires an increase in the 
operator workforce.  The current contract calls for 91 light rail and streetcar operators. 
As of August 30, 2022 the ACI team projects that their current headcount for September 
26, 2022, inclusive of operators in training, will be 74 (18.7% vacancy rate). ACI 
anticipates certifying an additional five operators by October 17, 2022. Valley Metro’s 
rail operator requirements will increase in the near future, creating greater urgency to 
address the rail operator shortage: 
 

1. In support of Superbowl LVII scheduled and special operations the rail operator 
requirement will grow to 100 by December 31, 2022. To meet this target, ACI 
must hire, train, and certify an additional 26 operators in 2022, eight to nine per 
month in October, November, and December. 

2. In support of scheduled operations and the opening of the Northwest II 
extension, the operarator requirement will grow to 105 by July 31, 2023. Operator 
requirement dates precede the opening of extensions to support tetsting, 
commissioning, and operational readiness. To meet this target, ACI must hire, 
train, and certify an additional 26 operators in 2022, eight to nine per month in 
October, November, and December.  

3. In support of scheduled operations and the opening of the South Central 
Extension, the rail operator requirement will grow to 111 by August 1, 2023, and 
four additional supervisory positions will be required by the same date. An 
additional twenty operators will be required to support revenue operations by July 
1, 2024, bringing the total operator headcount to 131. To meet this target, ACI 
will hire, train, and certify an additional 27 operators, including a minimum of two 
to three operators per month. The operator requirements expressed here 
account for attrition, inclusive of voluntary and involuntary separation and 
supervisor promotion backfills. 

 
In response to the growing workforce shortage, staff performed a wage analysis for the 
Operator position in the Phoenix area through the Economic Research Institute. Below, 
the analysis illustrates wage rates using different percentiles. Due to the critical nature 
of the Operator position it is recommended that we target ranges within the 75th 
percentile. 
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A review of current Phoenix area job posting for operators with commercial driver’s 
licenses on local (as opposed to long-haul) routes supports the need to adjust wages: 
 

  Advertised   
Local CDL Postings Starting Wage Note 
Jet Pipe Delivery Driver $22.00  Health & dental benefits 
Southern Glazers Wine Delivery $25.50  Health & dental benefits 
Arrowhead Water Delivery $26.36    
Centerline Local Truck Driver  $25-$27  Starting pay range 
US Foods Delivery Driver  up to $29.50  $2,500 Bonus, health & dental 
Republic Services $33.65  Garbage truck driver 

 
ACI has not been able to maintain the required operator staffing levels to support 
scheduled operations. In the interim, field supervisors have been operating the rail 
vehicles daily. Additionally, the ongoing operator shortage will prohibit Valley Metro’s 
ability to return to a 12-minute service frequency.  
 
COST AND BUDGET 
For FY2023, the contract change order obligation is $321,800 and is a not to exceed 
amount. An FY 2023 mid-year budget adjustment in this amount is needed to allow 
Valley Metro to implement the contract change. The FY 2023 transit service IGAs 
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provided to cities include funding sufficient to cover this adjustment. Actual costs will 
vary, may be lower and will depend on when negotiated  wage increase(s) take effect. 
Contract Obligations beyond FY 2023 will be incorporated into the VMR Five-Year 
Operating Forecast and Capital Program (FY 2023 thru FY 2027). 
 
COMMITTEE PROCESS 
RTAG: September 20, 2022, for information 
TMC/RMC: October 12, 2022, for action 
Boards of Directors: October 27, 2022, for action 
 
CONTACT  
Dan Filippino 
Deputy Director - Transportation and Project Integration 
602-262-7422 
dfilippino@valleymetro.org 
 
ATTACHMENTS 
None 

mailto:dfilippino@valleymetro.org
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DATE      AGENDA ITEM 10 
October 6, 2022 
 
SUBJECT 
Report on Current Events and Suggested Future Agenda Items 
 
PURPOSE 
Chair Stipp will provide members the opportunity to report on current events and 
suggest future agenda items for consideration. 
 
CONTACT  
Jim Hillyard 
Acting Chief Financial Officer 
602-262-7433 
jhillyard@valleymetro.org  
 
ATTACHMENT 
None. 
 
 
Future Items 

 
  

 

Information Summary 
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